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PAGES
TODAY
VOL,. XXI. NO. 74

GREAT SUCCESS
WAS FIELD DAY

PADUCAH. ICY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING. MAR
CH 27. 1907:
WEATHER FORECAST.

•

Nearly Hundred New Members
of Commercial Club

SEVERAL

•

MORE

DAYS'

PAGES
.
TODAY

10 CENTS PER WEEK

WHEN -THE TRUSTS- DIES.

Prominent Speakers Will Address Farmers

Conunittees Are Still Working and
Directors Feel Proud of Showing Made.

•

FOR GOOD ROADS
IN THIS COUNTY

n

Jedge Lightfoot, Senator Campbe
ll,
Mr. Graves and Supervisor
Johnson At Lone Oak.

WORK

PLAN

FOR

DIVISION

OF

4

Nearly Hundred Delegates
Now In Attendance
Morning Session Devoted be
Rosiness
and Beading of Papers—Annual kit-roma.

ENTERTAINMENT

LAST /NIGHT.

Field Day proved only a beginning
In the interest of good. routs in
Showers followed by colder tofor the Commercial club mistrionary
McCracken county, County Road
SuWoe delegates are in
work and committees, which
got night or Thursday. Highest temattendance
pervisor E. B. Johnson, state Senatoday at the convention of
started late yesterday, and "were un- perature yesterday. 85; lowest tothe Womtor Wheeler
Campbe
ll,
Eugene
an's Home Mission society
abie for various reasons to eover their day, 73,
of the
Graves, and County Judge R. T.
Memphis conference held
assigned territory, are out today. It
at the
Lightfoot, will speak at the college
Tenable street Methodist
wit} be Saturday before they complete
ebureh.
at Lone Oak next Saturday neent
CASTRO WINS.
at
Some arrived on the eerie
their tasks. Already mere than 6
morning
8 o'clock. Supervisor Johnson has
Venezuela, March 27.—Castrains and a delegation of
additional names have been
sub,
been studying the practical side
seventeen
trrrs troops have temporarily
of
arrived at noon from Barlow
scribed to the elub's ,roeter, these beand Heroad making exhaustively and
checked the revolutionists, behis
vii. This makes a total
ing secured by about half the comof nearly 100
speech will be mainly in regale, to
lieved to be acting under General
members in attendance. Tbis
mittee, evhdch reported. The last of
ways and means. The other speake
mornBoston 'cameras claim to have discovered that the
Peraloaa.
rs
soul w•ighs from on•- quIrter oh as
the week a detailed report of the
ounce to an ounce-. ing's session began at 8:.10 o'clock
will dwell on the advantage of good
News item.
and dismissed at noon
Field Day work with the eames of
roads.
for lunch,
—Sullivaia is New York Americ
THAW CASE.
hich was eerved at the
new members wet be given out. Dian.
Supervisor Johnson will lay
church.
beNew York, March 27.—Jusrectors of the ciub are greatly
A large map has been
fore the meeting a plan he has de
received
tice Fitzgerald today excused the
pleased with the enthusiasm of the
from the Pennsylvania Avenu
vIsed whereby good roads can be see church
jury in the Thaw case until Moncommittees while the members who
in Memphis, that is a great
cured for the country and in fact all
help to
day. At that time if the lunacy
served on the committees were gratcounties in the state. He proposes
the officers in locating the
various
commission has not flied a report
that the state pay one-third, the
ified to learn the spirit of the city.
parsonages and fields of
work. A
the jurors will be excused again.
county one-third, and the property
The Field Day seems to have served
hundred photographs are
displayed
No announcement is made of the
owner one-third the cost of constr
the triple purpose of adding strength
showin
g the scenes of work of
ucthe
intentions a the commission.
tion of the new roads. He would apto the elub, manifesting to the citimission.
ply
the idea of the city In throwing
zens the enterprise of the organizaThe following chairmen of
the coin
part of the cost of the new roads, on
WIFE aft'RDERED.
tion and stimulating the members,
Committee of Commercial Club Members of
mittees have been named:
Extens
ion
Cattle
the
Advisory Board United States Will Watch De- of Work,
abutting property owners.
sburg, Ky., March 27.—
who took part in the crusa.de.
Mrs. Boss Witherspoon;
William Collins, eonlined in the
Tenders Mr. Harry Finley Meet With
Sixty-one miles of gravel roads
County Executive velopments While Conditions Finance, Mr. T. H. Temple; Publicahave been built by Supervisor Johnjail charged with moonshineig,
$5,0
tion, Press and Literature,
SERGEANT BLAKE.
00
as
First
Insta
llmen
t Committee at Court House In East
D.
son in the last three years at a cost
received a telegram today an.
Are 1 nsettled---En- M. Patterson; Memoirs, Mrs.Mrs.
B. P.
of
$30,00
pouncing that his wife was mur0 es the county. A bulletin
of Bonus
This Morning
Moore; Inspector of Recoed
Will Be Transferred To Some Other
gland and France
Books,
from Jackson, Tenn., shows that 24
dered by another woman at WaMrs. W. L. Eicteberg. This
Station.
miles
afterof
road were built in Madison
ver, Floyd county, last
night.
noon the various chairmen
county, Tenn., at a cost to the councalled
The prisoner will be taken to see
FitomEas OF THE BUILDINGS.
Meetings to arrange for the
PRESIDENT IS IN
Sergeant C. A. Blake, in °berme of
HOSPITAL. NICAR
ty of $115,681. Supervisor Johnson's
commithis wife's remains.
AUGUA
6
VICTORIOUS. tee
IS
work.
the Wag recruiting office has receivplan would have the state bear some
ed notice that he will be transferred
Mrs. C. H. Chanablain, a fnater
of the burden of building new roads,
nCANNABALISM.
from the Pathicah station to some
thus stimulating the counties to acal
delegate from the Junior Warden
First payment of the $15.4.00 bonTwo high officials of the Dark ToNandkin, China, March 27.Bagdad, March 27. —The Dieted society
other station in the Evaneville distion on this important matter.
us offered Mr, Harry Finley for lo- bacco Growers' associa
of the Broadway Methodist
tion were In States government
1 message from Hue An, telling
has decided
to church, gave an interes
trict. Cele. W. L. Reed while in the
cating his glait plant in Paduca
the city this morning conferring with have
ting talk that
at the eating in the street
h,
a look at what Germany Is do- was
a
city yeeteeday notified him of the
much appreciated.
was paid him this morning by the the county executive
BODY NOT FOUND.
man killed in an interior village
committee over ing in Asiatic Turkey. In
Morocco
proposed shake-up in, the district,
committee of the Commercial club. the situation in McCrac
The president, Mrs. Mooney,
well phietrates the state to which
ken county. France has seized Oujda to enforc
read
whet will be made to see whether
e an excelle
The
buildi
ngs
are
It
nt paper, entitled. "The
Dr.
underw
well
Willia
Believ
Is
ay
m
ed Deckhand Was Sucked
on
Dunn, of Springfield. French claims. In Persia
the famine sufferers in Kingett
conditions
mece recruits can be secured by trythe site purchased in N-lechanicertzurg Ky.. chairman of the
King's Cup Bearer," and Mrs.
Under.
district have been reduced and
board of gener- are so unsettled that
J. L.
the
Indian
ing different officers at each station.
across
Island
creek
opposi
manage
te
rs, accompanied. by C. C. government is preparing to protect Wisdom gave an exceedingly intellithe foot al
shows cannahalism really is beThe Paducah office under Sergeant
of
Third street, and a;though
gent talk on "Immigration."
Nothing has eeen seen of the body
Mr. Reynolds, of Elkton, general Inspec- British concessions.
ing practiced by Chinese, who
Blake has bad the best record of any
of Thomas Parker the negro tie hand, Finley has said nothing in regard to tor of the association, met with
Delegates from Barlow are: Meshave no food but human flesh.
office of similar size In the United
who fell off tho Margaret and was the matter, President H. C. Rhode., Chairman Morton and the members
dames L. N. Willis, L. M. Wilfor
In Honduras.
d,
States, for the number of recruits enWashington, March 27.— Where R. B. Wilford, J. J. Wilford, George
drowned. The most generally be- and the committeemen felt he Is en- of the committee. J. T. Myles, of
AUTO EXPLOSION.
listed. Sergeant Blake does not
lieved theory of his disappearance titled to one-third of the bonus. They Mayfield, grader for this end of the war clouds hover today in Honduras, Tanner, T. W. Crice, C. G. Scott,
Philadelphia, March
27.—
W.
know now to which station he will be
among rhew men, is that the unusu- went to the grouud this morning, state, also attended the meeting, Nicaragua has beaten Honduras, Sal- H. Megary, Paul Page, Bud Wilfor
Two persons were fatally injured
d,
transferred. Evansville, Mt. Vernon,
W. R. Crice, S. P Hughes, J. M. Rat:ally strong suetion atetibe head of where Mr. Finley is supervising the which took place at the court house. vadorean armies.
and three seriously hurt, when
Cairo, Owensboro and Vincennes are
erectio
n of the building. He expects
Owing to the illness of President
co. Fannie Hawes and Miss Gladle
the dry docks, 1.ulled him under and
an automobile exploded on the
in the district with Pathless& He exIn Roumania.
Me-Mew; and the Rev, and
probably is holdieg him there. Park- to be making glass in June. Jute Ewing, who Is in a hospital in New
street today.
The
chauff
eur
Mrs. R.
pects to leave April 5. The contra
Roumania, March
ct
er otter .went under once and it is now building operations are halted York suffering from nervous prostried to turn a corner without
27.— Riotous E. Brasfield.
for recruiting offices has been given
by
lack
peasan
of
lime.
ts
have
tration
ravaged several prov, a board of general managers,
thought that the suck hole there
slowing down. The machine
The following delegates arrive
drew
again to the New Richmond hotel,
d
inces and threaten Bucharest, the,
composed of three members, was
him up under the docks. If his body
collided with the melt and exthis
morning: Mrs. J. F. Blalock, Mel
sie
wticlt seems to be a centrally located
capital
,
with
captur
e. Pillaging of J.
pointed to manage the affairs of the
RIOT IN TERRITORY.
ploded, throwing the occupants
Is under the docks it may be loosened
C. Speight. Mrs. Thomas Georg.
peace for applicants.
association. Dr. Dunn is chairman country homes and burning estates of Mayfle
the tient time the docks are sunk and
into the street.
ke Mrs. 'Roach, of Barlow,
go
on
unchan
ged.
Many troops 'have Mrs.
raised to take on boats. One of the Several People Killed During the of this board. They are visiting the
Ida Hatch, Arlington, and Mrs.
POLICE ARE LOOKING
different counties In the association been withdrien to protect Bucha- Robert
laborers of the West Kentucky Coal
S e!WED FEVER.
Battle.
son, Fulton.
FOR YOUNG SWINDLER.
to give advice on local problems and rest. Peasants have almost free sway
company, a negro above sixty years
Seattle, March 27.—SpoUed
Church
and
Does Itself Proud.
are growing bolder and more
old, seye there is a such hole near
fever has broken out in the
Muskogee, I. T., March 27.— As generally to eaeourage the work.
cruel every hour.
The Trimble Street Home Missio
The police are looking for a young
u
the docks, and that he will dive under the result of a riot which started Yesterday they were in Benton and
Puget Sound navy yards. Sersociety fills the role of hostes
fellow who is working the grocers
s of
erul eases 11OW exist
and bring out the body if he is paid here at 4 o'clock this afternoon,John tonight will go to Mayfield. Mr. Re)'OQ the trainthe conference with - decide honor
d
of the city. Yesterday he went to
ing ship Philadelphia.
enough. He says many bodies in Cofield, a white police officer, was odds said the association was in Former Paducahan Married in ArThe
And dignity for so young a
kansas
.
debuGeo. Broadfoot, Homier Bros., and
naval recruiting office at Seattle
years poet have been taken out of shot through the body just above the every way flourishing and that they
The society is one of the
Mr. John A. Rithendeon, a- former tante.
leeberman & Butler, grocery dealers
was notified that no more
that suck bole. It the body is not heart, and will die; Guy Fisher, had sold more tobacco at this time
rePaducah young man, and. Miss Ineiz youngest in the Memphis conference,
on ethe south side, and ordered on
cruits will beeccepted at Brem(-aught on the docks this warm weath white, a clerk in the Muskogee of the year than ever before.
Harris
only about
, an attractive young lady of having been organized
credit, goods valued frohn $40 to 26.0.
Wholes
Grocer
erton, until the disease is stampale
compan
y
y's eser is expected to make It rise.
Pine
I u ff, Ark., were married Mon- two years. It in a monument to the
tablishment was shot through
sent to the steamer I. N. Hook. At
ed out. The hermits and train.
the
CONFIelt WITH PRESIDENT.
day at Clarksville, Tenn. Mr. Rich- good work of Mrs. J.H.Roberts,vrhen
shoulder; Sam and Elbert Barker and
each place he ordered eggs, but took
ing ship are under quarantine.
NO HOPE.
ardson
is a son of Mr. George Rich- secretary of the Paducah district,
a man named Scott, all negroes, are President of
them with him and went to other
_ B. & 0. and New York
during the service of her husbend as
of
dead;
the
two
Illinois Central
negroe
other
s, whose
grocery stores and wild them.
Condition of Mrs. Mary E. Beadles
JOHN D. LIBERAL.
Mine Magnate.
presiding elder of this district.
carpen
ter repair shops, and is emnames cannot be ;earned were badly
Lakewood, N. J.. March 27.—
le Unchanged.
Mrs. Sue F. Mooney, the president
ployed in the machine shops of the
wounded and are In hiding with
RILEY JONES RECOVERS
John D. Rockefeller
Washington, March 27.—Ed ward
has
inof
the society, was elected to the ofFROM RECENT ATTEMPT
creased the wage* of laborers on
The condition of Mrs. Mary E. friends; and Milo Wilson, Richard R. Bacon, of New York, 'Ice presi- road at Princeton. He is a popular
flee when the society was entertainCouoh
young
Toth
Jackso
man.
n,
Barker
S.
Me.
P.
and
,
iMrs. Richa.rdBeadles, who is critically ill at her
his country estate here 15 cents
dent of the Baltimore & Ohio Southed
by the Broadway
Allen Andrews and Wm. Wright, all
Methodist
eon will reside at Princeton.
Riley Jones, the aged man that,
home 209 North Fifth street,
the day. laborers formerly rewestern railroad, and Edward J. Bee
was negroe
church of this city, seven years ago,
s
are
In
Ian.
made an attempt to commit suicide
pnchaaged this afternoon, but all
wind, of New York, or the Berwind
ceived $1.50 for ten hours' work.
and has held it ever since. She was
The negroes belonged to an organ- White Coal
by cutting bis throat Sunday mornIn Bankruptcy.
'hope for her recovery has been
Mining company, and a
living in Paducah then, her husband
In
the
ing, is reported as doing nicely. Relization
bankruptcv ease of Jesse D.
known as the United Social- director in a
abandoned. Her sister Mrs. Thomas
CONFERENCE.
number of banks and
the Rev. Wellborn Mooney, being
Foley, of Lola Foley appeared before
atives have taken him te the country
Beadles, of Fulton, is here, and Dr. ists, claiming that United States au- railroad's came to
Washington, March
Wriehington toddy
pastor of the Third Street Methodist
Refere
near Florence Station. It Is not
e
thoriti
E. W. Bagby yesterday afes have no authority over its and were
George Baths, of Birmingham, Ala..
President Roosevelt is considerin conference with Presichurch. Mrs Mooney is a fine preternoon and filed an amendment to
thought that anything serious will
a son-in-law, arrived today to join members. This organization has been dent Roosev
ing the atiggestIon of Jacob H.
elt for more than two
siding officer and Is ready for all
the
schedu
result from the wound.
establi
le
of exemption, claiming
shed in many Indian Territory
his wife, who has been with
Schiff to invite the railroad Inher
hours.
ernerge
nclen. She is bright, witty and
he has two members of his family
towns. Win. Wright, a negro preachmother since her illness.
terests to confer with the interWillie neither would discuss their
a talented writer. Her recent book
that
stould
er,
its
is
be considered in the
leader.
Oklahoma for Taft.
state commerce cvvvvv mission on
Interview, it is said that the confer
"My Moving Tent" finely depicts the
Items of the exemption set apart for
Oklahoma, City, Ok., March 27.—
ANOTHER WRECK.
the general situation. Word
enee related to the railroad and
lights and shadows In the ale of the
heti.
Otf
the
hearin
Republioans of the two territories et
g Referee Bagby
Pittsburg, March 27.—The
WILL NOT ARBITRATE
comes from
financial situation.
London that J.
Indicated that the two members of wife of a Methodist itinerant durKeystone Express on the Penna meeting held In this city, have deMONK CRISIS COMING
Pierpont Morgan has (-Weed the
ing 50 years of note.) securee.
Dr.
his family should be included with
cided that Secretary of War Taft
sylvania, leaving Pittsburg early
and Mrs. Mooney celerlted their
president, urging him to approve
NAVAL ACICJDENT.
the others.
will be hrought here to open the cammornin
this
g, was wrecked near
Chicago, Ill., March 27. —A cries
golden welding last summer at
the plan. it is expected A pubCherbourg, France. March
paign this spring. The exact time
WIlmoreland. The engine and
Is soon expected in the railroad
lic statement will
—Another serlowi naval araddient
he
issued
To Attend Smith THAL
haa not bran set, but two days in May
three ears left the -track. No
strike sttuation. It is asserted today
shortly from the white house.
(Continued on Page Three.)
occurred here today. The boiler
Messrs. George C. Wallace, W. B.
will be selected. Two monster meetone was taJured.
the union decided not to arbitrate.
on a torpedo boat at the arsenal
Kennedy, H. H. Loving and F. S.
ings will be held in the territory, one
--GittIN MARK IT.
exploded, Injuring many people.
Toof and Miss Annie Halpin went to PROF. EVERE,TT ELECITIED
of wee* will be in this cite the same
CITY PROPERTY TAXED
Mansfield Cancels Engagements.
Cincinnati, March 27.—Wheat,
Louisville today to Repine the trial of
TO CHAIR OF HISTORY
time if eloadble of the state convenAND OFFERED FOR SALE
78I4 ; corn, 4034; oats, 47.
Scranton, Pa., March 27.-s- Suffers
W. B. Smith in federal court.
Eke At E1ian1Wah City.
tion.
Secretary Taft will come
Mg from nervous indigestion, aggraElisabeth CRY, N. C., March 27.—
/Merit! J. W. Ogilvie is male
through this part of the countrt on
Word hag been received here of
the vated
MANRLAUGHTER.
The two-weeks-cad,
by possible grip, Riceard A disastrous fire swept the business
1 sala ot
defendant In a snit flied by
his return erten Panama, where he
Prof. W. E. Everett accepting the
the city Mansfield, under advice of a local Section of the city 110day,
New You*, March 27.—Three
rattling a and Mrs. Eltifieh Wolf, of 13.24 lee chair
of Padtweh today, asking for
now Is, and Nelda' visiting Okla/toof history in the Tennessee colan or- physician, who was called to attend lase of $400,0110. The
Indictments were returned for
flre is stIll tenon street, died the* morning and
der restraiiing hen from heeing
me, he win tour Ohio, Nebraska, Kan
lege for Women, located at Murphysmateilaughter in the eeconil de.
him In his private ear here lest burning, hut firemen have It under wild be boried this afternoon at 4
property owned by the city.
boro. Prof.,,Everett was the assistant
sea and possibly Missouri. TIT spite
The night, today instructed his manag- control.
iegvee tooling, the New York Cetio'clock 1111 Oa& 0.roye cemetery. The
property the city bought from
principal of the High Warne here
of tee atimitetion felt hare for Prod
J. T. ers to cancel all the -remainder Of the
triii railroad and it officers toRev. W.
Carte, pastor of the First last
Potter on the Hinkleville road
dent Roosevelt, Taft has many friends
year. butt this year has been
near season's engagements. He was to
Pateceman J. W Clark has been Presbyteries More*
day as the result of the wreck
, officiating.
the
Allen
farm,
teaching at Sycamore Ill. Prof. Evfor
cemetery pnr- have appeared here last
In the two territories and his rand!,
transf
erred
night
from the South Third
of the Brewster Express the
and
Melee was assented end -bas
erett is a voting Man and quite a recdace Per the presidency will receive
been was booked for Willtraborre this
night of February 10, in which
ev- teem beat to Fourth . street 'and
Mr. and Mrs. David Murphy, ef ognition that
advertised for sale to settle a
he should be given the
oubltillittal support. '
ta*
ening.
return
He
ed
to
New
York Broadway in place of petrol/nn Sitio 'Keel!, are visiting Mr'.
24 persons were killed,
Jqdrinent for $7-60.
and Mrs. Joe position. Ile begins his new ditties
ale this afternoon.
set, with takes the Third alveoli. test. Miller,
nest SeplisMber.

1
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HOME MISSIONS_
BEING DISCUSSED

COST

111L-21116.11Erlisai.

PAYMENT IS MADE TOBACCO GROWERS GERMAN HAND IN
FOR GLASS PLANT IN SESSION HERE ASIATIC TURKEY
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PAGE TWO.

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
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EXTORTION CASE
CONTINUED WEEK

Run-down People

NOTHING KNOWN
AT EVANSVILLE

Boss Rued'. of San Francisco.
Gets Respite

General Superintendent of E.
and T..11. benies

Meshes Cloeing Around "Men Higher trp" and Telepi
• Magnate
Is Arrested On Charge.

Says No Million Dollars Has Been
appropriated and No Surveys
Made.

aft ME

INDICTMENTS

COMING

NEED ViNOL
the modern strrngth creator
and body builder

WEDNESDAY,

RUmoit OF JOPPA
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'S Styles for Spring and Summer 1907 are out.
GULLETT
The first showing of our own Styles is the result of

EXTENSION

Moue peuple.right here in this viThe ,
San Francisco, March
Evansville, Ind., March 27. -J.
are at run down and hardly
extortion cares against Abrahamr"htl
i able to drag about-don't know what 0. Crockett, general superintendent
Ruef were culled for trial today beof the E. and T. H. lines, said Tubails them.
fore Judge Dunne in the superior
In ninety-nine cases out of a hun- day that there was no truth in the
court, and on the motion of Assistdred this is caused -by overwork, too published storiel that the Friscoant District Attorney Heney
were
close confinement of continued strain Rook-Island system, controlling the
continued for one week.
Evansville lines, was planning the
and worry.
Louis Glass, indicted
vice presiOvr local druggist, W. B. McFraer- erection of a $1,000,000 shops here
dent and general manager of the Pa- son, slim osoob people need vinol or that the shops were part
of a genOle States Telephone company, a
eral plan for the extension of the
w aloUr cod liver preparation
Without
arrested by Detective Burns yester- 05,_ actodo y
H token from fresh cods' E.- and T. H. south to form a union
day afternoon. Glass was on his way;
livers, bet from whiela the useless oil with the southern Rock Island-Frisdown to Sacramento
river to
a has been eliminated and tonic iron co lines to make another north-andlaunch, !returning to this city from added.„
south trunk line from .Chicago to
Goldfield, as all trains were tied up.1
Vinol cures conditions like this be- New Orleans.
He was taken into custody on the
Mr. Crockett said he had absolutecause in a natural manner it inereasnine warrants issued by Presiding
ly
no information either official or
es the appetite, tones up the digesJudge Coffey when the indictments
live organs, makes rich, red blood, unofficial regarding any proposed exwhich charged the giving of a bribe
and strengthens every organ in the tension of the E. and T. H. to meet
were returned. Mr. Burns made the body.
the C. and E. I. at Joppa, III.00r at
arrest himself.,
Paducah
to•form another arm of the
We -sok-every man, woman and
Tlia newest block's in men's and youths
Glass is the first of the "big fe'o
thtid. I. thissoricinity -Who Ls run Rork Island-Prisons north-and-south
headwear await your selection. We save
No
lows" to come within
matter
the
spend
direct
intend
how
to
much
you
down, tirect and dehilitated to try system. "It stirb a plan were in prosyou a-half dollar of the hatters' prices.
grasp of the law.
for your new Spring outfit, it is of course
Vinol on our offer to return meney pect, I am sure I would be informed
T. V. Halsey was the first man ar- if it fai:s. w. B. McPherson,
Drug. about it", he' said. "Surveys would
your indeavor to get the best possible suit
and $3.00
rested for bribery, but he is gener-!gist.
have to be made and a lot of prelimIf you want a hat that is entirely new
that the outlay will buy. We have four
ally belivecl to have been an agentl
Note-While we are Oole agents inary work gone through before the
and up-to-date we can.recommeod the celevalues that we think are the wonders of the
for men higher up, of whom Glass is
,for Vino: in Paducah, it is now for project would be at a point where
brated MALLORY CRAVENETTE. Ask
clothing
business.
named as one. Glass, despite his
sale at the 14i-ding thrift 'hiore in the constructing and engineering ofto
see them.
wealth and personal popularity,
w1:1 nearly every town and city in I the ildes of the road could say positivebe treated just the same as any othcountry. Look for the Vinol agency ly that the extension should be made
er prisoner,
This part of the stO-ry seems to have
in your town.
More Indictments Coming.
orighiated from announcements In
_ Mark L. Geralle. tiJJikonairaJy
'the -Tont% that tale Mob,716, Jackson
era artd-brokiiii;
inheritance,
president
of the
by Inheritance.
large amounts' of "Home Telephone and Kansas City road is to build a
Home Telephone company, and Ala securities.
connecting link in the Frisco's southattorney, will not be summoned beThe prosecution clews the action ern system around New Orleans."'
For Boys in the
fortone grand jury. Tsit significant,
Special
The Rumor.
of the defense in withdrawing from
announcement was made from the ofspeaking
proposition
In
of
Quality
the
the
From $1.50 to $5
Ithe Vnited States supreme court the
lice of Mr. Heney. There will be in:application for a writ of error as a Evansville (Ind.) Courier of yesterdictments in the near future, and
l final laying down of arras against the day contains the following:
We need say nop3orce to those mothers
whether or not Gerstle's name will be
'Norfolk, Va., March 26- A speprosecution of Ruef.
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months of hard trying and preparatory work by skilled designers, who have tested every model as to its Style. The new garments contain swagger individualities. Style innovations that
we are able to add to our Clothes through our manufacturing
advantages, which can be shown by no other retailer. Prices
are one-third lower than the lowest is the reasoft we are 'making many new customers and why you should see these new
smart creations before bu)ing. your new Spring outfit.
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MEN'S SUITS

$2.00. $2.50

t

Our Suits at $15.00, $12.50,
$10.00 and $7.50 each
represent the greatest values that
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NEW SPRING SUITS
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Union Goods
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Remember, It's Always a
Little More Quality For
a Little Less Money
At GULLETT'S.

See Our New and Elegant
Display of Easter
Neckwear.

U. 0,OULLETT CO., Inc., 312 Broadway
We Save You Money On Every Purchase.
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Independent Metalic Circuits.
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Veal pleasure. The address of weel
come by Mrs. Eva J. Weshbtkrn was
resixmded to in the same beautiful
spirit by MTh. W. C. Sgeilers, of Mom (Concluded from First Page.)
phis; -Mrs Lei* Wade . Lewis, the
choir and quiartette sang several fine
their home in Dresden, Tenn.
Dieting has become a great fad in
numbers.
America, and just as, years ago, we, as
Mrs. Ross Witherspoon, of JackItteponse to Address.
a nation, over-ate, so now we are underson, Tenn., the corresponding secreMrs. Sellers seed in response to stating. The one is as bad as the other.
tary of the
Memphis Conference
Man needs food and plenty of it to susthe welcome:
tain life and to give strength to compete
Home Mission society, has had the
Mrs. President and Ladies of the in this busy world.
office since the orgAnization. She has
It is not, however, the fact that you
Confe rence:-the work of the society in its minutmay eat too much that hurts you, but
such
At
a
time,
the wends of wel- that you don't digest what you
est details to a fine perfection and is
eat.
come are always welcome, and we And if that resew in dyspepsia you will not
an Invaluable aid to the ministers of
ours he trouble by cutting csrn your food supply.
wouild
If
your
unerne
be
digestive organs were creating the
to our vionsenly inthe conference desiring information
proper amount of gastric
juices you
as to the work. Mrs. Witherspoon is but was called from a Texas pastor- stincts, If we did not say so, and would have no dyspepsia.andTopeptic
cure the disease
you moat create an abundance of these necessary
ate
the
to
managin
g
editorial
proceed
chair
to show It, by taking what Juices. 4,
a living refutation
of the "third
This can only Ix done by a reliable tonic hesterm" —or unlimited terms—objee- of the Nashville Christian Advocate, you give with gladness, and salute'tee
and. as Its cam' indicates. Dr. Caldwell's
,F•tse
the official organ of the church. He you as fellow -workers
Pewee contains the very ingredients
tIons.
in the Vine- Syrup
needed
to do this. 'Take it regularly
awhile
has
proved himself a born editor, yard of our Lords
Mrs. D. M. Patterson, of Mayfield,
*wording to the explicit dIrection.s onfor
each bottle find you
soon be cured of dyspepsia sad
chairman of the press work and lit- bright, breezy, strong, conservative,
Beautiful for situatton -14; Paducah, any of the will
accompanying symptoms such as
unafraid
.
heartburn,sour stomach, bloats's', stomach,h I ves,
erature of the conference, is the Yet
at the north side of the conference, pimples,
snow complexion. wind on the atomThe Woman's Home Mission soci- at the meeting of the waters,
eta. Every bottle carries with it an absowife of one of the first missionaries
where sick.
lute guarantee to do what we claim. It
is a
'to go from this conference to the ety of the Memphis conference was the clear streams of the
tle. Sealant, effective laxative and you will genlike
i be
taiga
pleased
be
and
with
its
ection.
organize
d
in
foreign fields, who bravely fell at be
1888. This Is the 19th ast
the hel
One of site great friends of this remedy is
Monong s, mingle
,ALANCE
Aideghny
with
Harry E. Iffeator, a lieutenant in one the Chipost of duty. Mrs. Patterson accom- annual session, The work each year the warm floods pouring in
from the,Miro 00111panies that fought at theofbattle
of
Santiago. While in the wet trenches. and (seepanied her husband to Mexico City has a new outlook so rapid is the Tennessee and the Cumberl
and. Your!ing the rough food
of a soldier, he contracted
and South America and is cultured climb.
Severe
dyspeptila
and
streets are good, your
pavements friend in the regiment lost weight rapidly. A
called his attention to
and cosmopolitan. She is well known
The Rev, Wellborn
Mooney, of broad, your tomes are elegant, and Dr.(bid well's Syrup Pepsin, which
promptly
bean to use. It not
r
in Paducah where she frequently vis- Dresden, Tenn., a former pastor of
i dyspepsi
Your hospitaety delightful.
but increased his weight 42 pounis,
Your druggist will sell you a bottle at 50 oente
its her daughter, Mrs. George Flour- the Third Stret Methodist church, Is
We are a band of women come to or SI and you will nna it wore
s hundred times
noy.
an honored visitor at the conference. lodge with
that, to you.
you, If perchance, eny of
0
The Rev. John M. Moore, of Nash- Dr. Mooney is enjoying a well-earnThom visaing to try Or. 01dyour hearts are cold:, or our zeal in
ville, Tenn., who makes the address ed rest from his labors now and his
welt's Strut, Ptinn before sothe cause lukewarm, like the waters imta
,
ane a fro sample both* sent to their home tm
tonight at the Trimble Street Metho- life Is a beautiful benediction.
HO Calitiaiiii• This ofier lit, Prove that the
He of the great rivers, while
in
es as we claim, and is only oven to Moss
your
dist church, Is one of the rising has seen over 50 years of fine and
A▪ sh= ow WW1it, Said for lilt you have sty
homes, and in these meetings, may siesteses
Mesture beer Or bowel disease. Honest
younger men of the Methodist Epis- faithful service and his works
do they be biaptized in-to
wastsactse laxative for children, women and Old
es.
one spirit and
copal church, south. His address on mown him.
A gusnatsw, permanent home cure. THE
•
essse
flow together in love; than shoe we PUBLIC VERDICT: "Ito laxative So Good and Sure
"Facing the Future" will come as a
Last Night's Session.
as DR. GALOWEU.'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This eroded
leave
a
benedlct
bears
Mb
gewgaws
ion
No.
17,
on
your
washincIon.
homes.
Di C.
ringing ;message. He is a Kentuckian,
Last night's meeting proved a
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
Whet would women do without a
1071taldiwell Slag, IllastIselle,
house or home? For only give a
good woman a house and she will
make a home. Men and women are will not alwass toil; although the
born there, and nations have their labor is rest, when God is In the
foundation there. God knew this, and work, year by year the workers fait
a tong time ago bed a house built and our president may not be in the
(Incorporated.)
chair another call of the roil, but
according to pattern.
It we: be delightful to see her sitting
In Gideon the Lord appeared unto
.
In her chair on the Slope of Evening
Solomon in a dream by night
•
and
still looking at her daughter's
and God mid, "behold, I have done
gleaning in the fields while happy
according to my wards; ke.
have
given thee an understanding heart, children play around the pareonagc
and if thou wilt wan in my Statutes door.
Again, we thank you rer your es'
e.g my servant David did, then I will
lengthen thy days." And Solomon words of sweet welcome, and pray
sent thirte thousand men to hew God's blessings an this body, and preach or teach we do harm to the demn all backbiting and envy an
Auxiliaries.
cedar in Lebanon, and Solomon And the members of this church,' and cause that we propose to love. The childish and foolish-. Go ye Into the
Report of
Dyersburg
district—
Master's faith in the gospel is the art of the world and have the spirit
Hiram sent teousends to bare bur- those Who help these women.
Report of third vice president—.
-type of faith that al should have. of my life thrown upon canvas in
dens and -hew stones. So that there
Mrs. G. H. Gibbs secretary
Annual Sermon.
Nothing looks Impossible to the eye such beauty that the nations of the
was heard in the building neither
Mrs. J. C. Speight.
The Rev, G. W. Beaks preached of faith.
earth 2.0 centuries after my departure
sound of an axe nor any iron tool.
"Ilse Ministry of Little Children"
"These disciples received this aw- will cross the mighty waters to look —Discussion.
So Solomon finished the house. The the annual sermon for -the Woman's
wane were of ceder; She floors of Home Mission society last evening at ful, -task with the same simple confi- upon the transfiguration or the cruReport of Standing Committee on
ltf you have never used these Pillets, we will gladly cive
planks of fir; the doors of olive 8 o'clock to a large and attentive au- dence with whet the message was cifixtion. Go into the music of the Publication.
It is the custom of this delivered. They believed that they world and swell the istrains until
you a two day's trial treatment free.
wood; the courts of rows of hewn dience.
the Query Box—Mrs. E. B. Ramsey.
board
have the pastor of the could take the world arid
to
stone
may whole landscape shall quiver with the
I
and cedar beams; the chapters
Devotional half hour—Conducted
G1IZERT14 DRUG STORE.
entertaining the session pause here long enough to ask how sweetest melodies.
and Mears with pomegranates and church
by Rev. Cl, T. Sullivan.
"Let al; the world rise and sing
wee they have Succeeded. Motietains
Lily work; carved with knobs and preach the sermon.
Annoencements,
Dr. Banks took for a text Mark 'have been climbed and difficulti
open flowers, and the altar was coves praise God from whom all Meetings
Benediction,
XVI: 16; "Go ye into all the world." have been overcome until it
ered with flee gold, and gold
looks how."
was
Afternoon.
He mid In pert: "These words are like nothing is impossible
fitted over the earrings of Cherubim
Let a
Devotional nervires--Oonciucted by
interest
ing
for
several
reasons
a
little band get together and begin
and flowers. Oh! It was a wonderful
The Meeting Tonight.
Rev. A. F. Stemm.
house. Women, it is true, furnished few of which may here be mentioned. work. In a little while a neat chapel
The big attraction tonight will be
Report of Unlen City district.
They
were
the
very
last
things
that
is up and songs of praise are being an address by Dr. J. M. Moore editor
the adorning of it, with fine twined
Auxiliaries.
linen and the beautiful hatriginge, but Christ had to way to the weeping fol- heard. Let a little band of , women of the Christian edvocate on "FacReport of Parks district----Mrs. Ben
lowers,
consisti
ng
of Men and women meet and determine to du something ing the Future."
when the -house was finished, she,
A violin and cor- Thompson secretary.
herself was meetly relegated to the that were brave enough to eepouse for the betterment of the community net see, and a 'song by Mies Julie
Au alliar-les,
the
cause
of the Master and stick to and every obstacle get out of the way Scott
outer courts. (Is it any wonder it
and the choir, will comprise the
Report of conference treasurer—
amid
It
bitter
persecut
ion
and
social
Pleases the most fastideous eye and inake8
and the work goes on.
beoanae a den of thieves?)
etessial,musioal program. Everybody Mrs. T. H,
Temple.
ostracism. He had already told of
"Let us notice west the words of Is invited to attend.
the purse of the purchaser feel grad at the
She had been a great sinner in givReport of Lexington districts -Mrs.
their portion 'in the next world when the text mean In particula
r. It is
saving we enable him to make. Okt
The program is:
ing man the forbidden fruit, and men
S. J. Seville secretary.
he told them that he was going to usually read In full,
'Go ye into all Violin solo.
said she must suffer for it; so
SUITS are PRICED at from S2.50 to $5
Auxiliaries.
she prepere a place for them and that
the world and preach the gospel to
stayed- In the courts mostly, even unSong service
LOWER than the CREDIT HOUSES ASK
Report of committee on extension
Choir.
he eould come again anti receive very creature;' as though the
Mas- Cornet solo,
til the -resurrection, while the man,
of work. City Mission.
for goods of equal grade.
them unto himself.
He now gives ter meant only to tee them to preach.
Peter went boldly into the tome
Scripter
e
lesson
Finance.
and
prayer.
the them what be desires them to do; or,
This is important', but not all importwoman, Mary, remained
Solo
Benediction.
Mies Julia, Scott.
without, In other words, he eale them up end
ant. They were to go into all that
weeping. But the program has
Addrese—"Facing the Puture"—
Adjournment
al- del-types to Item .hils property conthe world is in its native capacity.
ready been cthanged. God toss
Dr. J. M. Moore,
hon.- listing of sum totaleof what he had
We can also make you a SUIT to ORDER
'wetting.
Go into the commercial spirit of the
ored her by taking her up out of
Editor Christian Advocate.
the given to the world In the three and
Song service,
if you so desire—one to suit your indiworld and reform them by telling
dust and makes her the Mother
Song—No. 53e--"Aweke 'My Souls"
'of one-hae yeses of Net ministry.
Violin eolo.
vidual taste, and one you may wear withthem that a galse balance Is an abomHis eon, our Lord; and He secured
Prayer, Announcements. discussion,
Scripture lesson--Conducted
"He
laid
their
off
task, which was ination unto the lord. Tel them
out seeing any more like on any one else,
by
for tier a good home foi:- Itte,
The program for tomorrow is:
when a large one to be sure; but none too
Rev. T. J. Newell,
at prices, too, less than the Broadw
that with whatsoever
measure
ye
He was dying
aY
Scripture
.
lie first word on large if he
Solo----Me. Robert Scott,
houses ask for ready-made suits of equal
were to eonelder the wide- mete it thee be measured
to you
the resurrection was, "Mary' —enti
Prayer,
quality and finish.
Addrese-4Miss Mabel
spread need of the creole human race again.
Head, of
He told Peul to tell the world teat
Song.
Neshvele.
There Is no reason to suppose that
"Go ye Into the excite life of the
in Ohrlst JPIRIR they are one
Reeding minutes.
with this commission was given to any
Song
world and cast out everything that
man and, therefore, equal.
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Benediction.
Pen of -the church In particular, but
Is not uplifting and virtuous. Con- Mrs. Jennie Tanner secretar
Since there wherever the gospel is to all the
y.
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Adjournment.
church at large and to every
preached de its purity, -.she has been Individual
that was ever to become
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coming to her own. else * a queen identified'
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Christian Herne. the heart of chrie- any ,effo
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tian nsarshood, and long ago wnlictel and children
of the cheese. Mr.
by his aide to the mercy peat
In the Rallies conceived the plan of Sunday
Ask to see our 3-in-lsanctuary.
school but never thought of meanie'
snit as shown in cut. Coat
True. She led him astray from God. lug each and every
Sunday whoa; Into
and 2 pairs of pants; one
but now, who Is a potent influence
in • missionary society. Some of us
leading him beck to the 'Eden
pair regular cut and one
of were grown men before there was a
AN $I.50 late copy-right novrattle and hope and perfect rest of Woman's Missiona
pair bloomer, Every boy
Veebstere International Dittenry society in our
icrve to God and man. Tim heenes
els at
$1.08
of retiree
wears out two or three
A suoreesful farmer will not
are Indexed, latest and best
The lot includes "The Far Horievery tehriestien country are sancti- wait until
the boys are
twenty-one
pairs of pants ‘43 one coat
edition,
worth $12 50. at • $5.63
•sen," "Coniston," "The Doctor" and
fied by her gentle presence
and years old before he teaches them the
and by buying this suit
Wefts HrMSE) Cook Book, worth
a hundred other.
gracious influence.---the joy of
her value of honest labor.
you have
"Later Day Sweethearts," "The
is pants to
$1.50, at
buebande 'life and the pride of her
7Wr
"I wee to eel attention to the
Chief Legatee." "Kate Merematch always.
children. She stet looks after
Beautifu
l padded leather edition
the Master's own confidence in he sysdith, Financier," worth S1-50,
Large line of boys'
h-anging and the adornlegs of the tem if truth.---Ifof poets, worth $1.25, at.... Tic
the meseenger or
extra special
nee
chile:111es and altars, anti- hakes
KNEE PANTS just rethe the message were only *linen then
Standard
works of fiction In silk
All popular copy-rights worth
bread for holy 'communion, 811111 000 Jesus saidceived.
esservievs
Elegant spring
the most Insane thing that
cloth
binding,
75c
worth 35e, at. .11Ie
at
4fe.
often sweeps and mops-the
—4sets
(
loons of is on record when he told bas folpatterns at
This
include!
Dainty
"The
Man
little
MI
the
books
of poems,
the sanctuary. The day too has
come lowers to go out and conquer th.e
and
Box," "Sea Wolf," "Hearts
and
white silk binding, worth 35e,
when she is celled to took after
the world with world y weapons. Notice
Meeks" and 100 others.
at
homes of God's Itinerant
s
s who are that with the utmost sincerity he
Latest styles in Men's, Ladles', Boys' and Misses' Shoes just In—
homeless, but bringing glad tidings told this handful
high and low cut—in leather or canvas. All the new styles
of unimportant
in
of peace, end we do not
expect to mets and women to go out mid break
shape or leather.
Mop until every pastor shell
tiave a dows every °peeing foe and hring
NEW, NOBBY STYLES in SPRING MIR'I'S at 50c,
75c and el.
fuvrnhotied home, where a queenly the
HERE ARE SOME OF THE GOOD THINGS IN SHEET
world to Its knees In repentance
See display in window.
MUSIC.
woman sbeel he Ineteftled
ONE LOT NEGLIGEE SHIRTS, regular 50c and 75C
who shali and contrition and not to seep short
qUalltes
be an inospiretiola end a
3041
collars attached, with two collars And pair cuffs or cuffs
good
pieces at 2e each.
30m
0 eii
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oplayelagih
pattern to of restitution, lie told them
i t goo
ntodngs and Matrato
op17, go at
........._......... _......
every other woman and girl
.
300 popular songs and Instrumental
......__
in the break tth the terstret hete one of sunec
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Hits
15c or 2 for 25e
•
to rebuke the look of lust, in
300
Standard
300
and
Uwe, a pwwbor's heart has
pieces,
Citteleal
Songs
Good
Music, & little old.
been a word to transform the foci, of see
and Instrumentals-15e, 2 for 25c
made Ord sad .* song planted in
worth 25c, for .
4e
Me else*. Thie was no smell task.
soul of the paator's wife. We
"To carry out his plan would re
have
Don't be slow; BUT GET IN ON THIS. We can't tell all our special
offer-Ings.
done much wood, but More
their retirees, all
is yet quire
their
to be done, and is this It is also
true'strength and ell their money. ionlin
we in all el. Ws. reword of good believed
in he own doptrIne
work, Is more work
end it we fumble a-round In the
At Harbour's Departmont Slitc•ro
But, dear workers. the same hands diteret and do not believe
what we

what to do •
in Dyspepsia

One Hundred Patterns

•

Palmer's

NEW DESIGNS
BEAUTIFUL
LA,
COLORS

Hammocks

.
pALNI ERS PAcb
RAWANA.

OF QUALITY
AT MODERATE
PRICES

FREE TEST

r

Don't trifle with
your health!

L. W HENNEBENER Co.
"THE HOUSE OF QUALITY"

Kidney trouble makes young men
old and hastens old men toward
the grave.

422-424 Broadway

Both Phones 176

Lantz's Red Kidney Pillets
will restore your kidneys to a healthy condition and make you look young again.
Your money back if they fail

Let Us Save You Money on Your Easter Apparel
OUR SHOWING OF

EASTER SUITS

Elegant Suits a/ $7.50, $8.50, $10,
$12, $13.50315, $16.50. $18.

Let Us Save You Money
on Your Boy's Spring
Suit

•

Suits from $1 to $5

4

LAST CHANCE
Our Special Book and Music Sale Closes March 30.
Here
Are Some of Our Great Cut-Price Values:

75c

25c, 50c,
90c.

BIBLFS, DICTIONARIES AND ALL OTHER BOOKS ARE IN THIS SALE

38c

THE MODEL
112 S. Second St , Paducah, Ky.
PADUCAH'S CHEAP CASH STORE

D.E. WILSON,The Book and Music Man

"WsmemW
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ate is son titutionai, vatocti is the rety held by another to be sold tn.
• verse of Distrkt Judge Evans/decismission, $1,175; value other properion. The latter bekl that the rekity, 499,747; 148,868 7-1-0 acres of
AFTCPINOON•AND WeEget
land, vaeued, with improvemeuts, at
toms between eneeroYer and enipl 'ye
$Y The
22,363,102; 7 046 1-2 city lots valare not comprehended in the fedora:
1111CORPORAIPSD
ued at $7,006,664, including imjuriedictiou over interstate commerce,
P. M. FISHER, Pres141.•
5. rexToN, General Manatee'
provements;
three
and that these relations are subject
thorougnbred
stallions, $325; three thoroughbred
P41 BSCR1PTION RAIuls
to state regulation. The atsorgii
Watered at the postoRtce at PeMeeek.
judge's resume:ling FUUS in the oppo- 'Shows Total to be $1 I,478,280 geldings, $250; nine thoroughbred
Kg.. as second class matter
mitres And pots, $575; fourteen
TIMM DAILY 'VII
site direction. Here le another exWithout Exemptions
.$ )9
muTler, per week....
common geldings, mares and colts
pport of Preitdent Bacotample in
BY Mali, per month, in advanee .26
$50,0.24; bonds, $11,900; notes sevelt's suggestion that the supreme
By leer, per year, ie advance.. 2.50 1
ruled by mortgages, $149,540; othcourt should be permitted to reteew
THE tali:MIELE $UR
Nine Thorinegfibred
Horses er notes, $136,353; accounts, $109,ter year, by mall, pa tage pala...11-06'at; cases touching the constitutiooaa- Only
eaereee THE sue. Pedtows ES
Owned in Mvieacken County
685; cash, $53,350; cash deposited
ity of a federal law.
Metes Ill *Muth Third
--(Wier Items.
In bank, $53,0021
cash ckeposlted
aeir
-Win. a Young, ceeeee.
with individuals, $500; other money,
fork representative*.
Owensboro
Sayi
the
Messenger:
—
If you knew the -care taken to ba-ve our Snit -fabrics
THE sine can 0 timed et tee leery
$2,775; land assessment, $2,363,102;
Atter-ale the newspaper notoplaces:
all-wool, strictly fast-colored and serviceable
strictly
city
lets.
personalty,
$7,006,664;
R. D. Clements dt
DETAIL STATEMENT OF RETURN
riety given the last municipal
Van Culin Bros
textures—
such
as
notes,
$517,105
cash,
;
etc.,
Palmer Houma.
e:ection in Louisville; after the
other personality, $1,-797,389;
John Wilhelm's.
exIf you knew tha skill employed to insure durable
eeeveral Galt house meetings at
emptions, $200,000; - grand total,
linings and trininlings-which the "beet citizens" raised
Reeaplt dation
of tile
county ;11,478,260.
$20.000 or more to contest this property assessment, completed by
If you knew the - union talent used to make our
"fieudulent" and "outrageous"
Suits faultless in style and tit-Walter
Smedley, deputy
county
•
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
election; after mani nionthe of
clerk, and Deputy County Assessor
Hvery dOse make. yea feel better. Lea-Poit
We:Dee:SI/Al, MARCH 27.
If you knew tha high-class of the Tailors who do
keeps
testimony of the alleged frauds
your whole insides light. Sold on the
Finley, is as follows:
the sewing—
mosey•back
plan
everywhere
Price
54.,
eenta.
and prodigious work by many
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
Real estate—
You'd know why we guarantee them so confidently
February, 1907.
able hired and volunteer attorCountry
2,363.102
—why
their wearers continually grow in number.
1
4036
3829
16
neys it turns out according to
City
7,006,664
We're rhowingthc styles of the hour, and nothing
3813
3874
16
the chance -ices who tried the
would afford us more pleasure than to show then to
4
3830
3813
18
cage -that, granting every claim
Total
$ 9,369,796
you.
3805
5
3851
19
of fraud made by the contestPersonalty- -3S3d
3851
Receivers Asked,
20
You needn't think of buying—just come to see
ants, that the Democratic ticket
Notes, etc
517,105
3869
7
3871
21
what's what.
was still elected by a sufficient
Cincinnati, March 27.— The comAll others
1,797,389
3915 and ample majority.
22
8
3885
monwealth of Kentucky, through
Sutle at $10, $12.50 up to $20 or $22.50.
9
3813
3839
23
The Messenger misses the point. Total
$ 2,304,499 County Attorney Heuver, today, in
11
3828
38.55 It never
25
the Oampbe:1 circuit court, filed suit
was disputed that the Dem12
3855
26....... a836
ocrats got a sufficient majority. The Grand total
$11,684,260 asking for receivers for the Coving..3844
13
27
312%)
objection was to the way they got Exemptions
206,000 ton water works, .the Newport water
14
3870
28
3890
that majority. "Granting every claim
works and the bridge owned Jointly
"UNION STORE CARD"
Average for February, 1507.. 3859
$11,478,260 by the two cities. Some time ago
of fraud" It would have been strange Total
Average for February, 1906.. 3757
The city assessment of realty is the sheriff attempted to collect county
had the Democrats net gotten
a
=eh
102
Increase
st,1ct,418.
"sufficient
.
and state taxes on these properties.
Majority,considering
Personally appeared
before me,
The recapitulation shows time fee This was refused- by the citizens on
this March 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- they could make that majority anyeral manager, of The Sun, who af- thing they desired. We can't help lowing detalied assessments for tax the ground that the aprellate courtfirms that the above statement of wondering what the esteenied -Mes- purposes: Jacks, 36, valued at $2,- had held such bliegal. The sheriff
LEADER
the circulation of The Sun for the senger would have said, had a "suffi- 065; jennets, 23, valued at $45; advertised the yetle of the property
TMERs,
bulls,
11,
valued
at
$165;
cows,
11,
cient
majority"
sod
bid
the
it
state. Now he
been secured through
in for
0
month of Feb. 1907, is true to the
'GRAN
O
AtiviiAlAtifirag
rdn d
the same means, by the Beckham valued at $220, (these are the thor- wants receivers to run the property:
best of his knowledge and belief.
oughbreds); cows, bulls, etc., of collect money and -hold out sufficient
wing of the Democratic party.
PETER PURYEAR,
e
common breed, 2,221, valued at $23.- to pay taxes -and cost.
Notary Public.
775;
746
sheep
valued
$1,560;
at
It was a ham) thought of one of
My commission expires January
22, 1908.
Paducah's progressive stores to place 2,736 hogs va:ued at $10,444; agriBody Found in Well.
in the &hoe window with aelPagnie- cUtural Implements, $8,795; vehiKuttawa, Ky., afarch 27.-- The
cles,
$52,335;
slaughtered animals,
cent display of woman's linary, a
ANN()CNt'EMENTS.
body of Tishie -Humble, who myster- _SMILE REWARD FOR $5,809. _
March Is a Trying Month.
you, if eau are interested, to any nutu
a reamed, bearing the inscription, $165; safes, $5,9747:"Itousehold and
kitchen furniture, $158,680; ma- iously loft home three weeks ago,
"Nor love, nor honor, wealth nor her of people yeu know tiell who can
touch
Mayor.
of
"A
spring." Nearly every
For
chinery
power,
.
manufacturing Imple- wasfound this -afternoon nearher Boston Street far Conductor Gets a
attest to the virtues of the treatment
The Sun is authorized to announce man in Paducah has_felt the touch.
Sweet Glance lieromeWodran.
ments, $114.95:- musical instruments, tome, in a well, about five miles east
Caa give the heart a cheerful hour,
in liver, stomach, bowels, rheumatic,
Charles Reed as a candidate for
$29,563; raw manufacturing mate- of Eddyville, in Lyon county. The
Boston, Mass., Moirekit2-7e4Clierles When health is lost. Be timely wise, asthma,
malaria, neuralgia
and
mayor, subject to any action of the
It was a wise man who said there
rial, $63,520; manufactured articles, day before ehe left home she wrote iMartin, a street
rtSikedtittor, who With health all taste of pleasure nervous condition. _
Democratic party.
is trouh:e brewing for Failbanks in
$41,826; paintings, 2, valued at her itioer in Louisville to come home on Friday found a roll of $5,569 in
flies."
Call me at 1407 or call at my office,
The Sun . is authorized to announce his home state. Trouble in Indiana
$225; libraries, 36, valued at $8,- at once and keep house for her father. bills kicking about the floor of his
March is conceded by local phy- 516 Broadway, at any time between
Thomas B. Harriaon as a candidate is a Beveridge.
170, the combined holding 737 vol- She left home about 9 o'clock that car, received as a reword for his hon- sicians to be the worst month in the 9 and 12 a. m. or 2 and 5 p. in. Dr.
for mayor subject t: the aetion of the
umes; 132 diamonds valued at $142.- night. The news of her disappear- esty one rweet smile from a woman. kear in Paducah, in the plaint of the G. II Froage.
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
McCracken county beasts on the 595; watches
and clocks, $5,016; ance was not generally known until
Martin suffered, nervous prostra- extent of sickness. The quick changes
For City Assessor.
tax 'jet of nine thorough-tired horses. jewelry, $105; gold,
silver and plat- she was found, and some have eus- tion when he pieked up the roll and in the temperature, warm one day, Netice of First Meeting of Creditors.
The Sun Is authorized to announce
ed ware, $1.580; steam engines and picion of foul play. The body was saw fens, twenties and yellow fifties chilly, with penetrating winds - the In the District Court of the United
J. W. Orr as a candidate for the ofThe taint is not in the money, but
boiler, $7,475: steamboats and oth- fished out of the wel and an inquest In
States fin the Western District of
multitudinous confusion, and next affect the physical concation
- Ace of City Assoirer. subject to the in the Oohing [mini that holds it.
er
craft.
10,
valued
at
$2,000;
coal,
weal
be
held
tomorrow
morning.
The
Democratic
primary
shaded his eyes for a time before he probably more than any season of the _Kentucky, in bankruptcy.
action of the
oil and salt and gas weals, $700; county abtorney will conduct the inIn the matter of Wm. J. White.
counted them. He turned the Money pear.
May 2, e907.
See in our March issue, "The Tail building material
(brick and stone) quiry before the cerroner.
The only safeguard therefore is to head,.bankrupt.
The Sunas authorized to announce
into the main office of the Boston
of a Comet." Something hot.
$11.500; wines, whiskies, etc., not
get yourself in good condition. The
To the'creditors of Wm. J. Whitethe candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
and Northern road.
In dirtillery
warehouse, $31,929:
User, the blood, the kidneys, the head, of Poducab,
office of city assessor, subject to the
Lawrenceburg Is Wet.
—
in_ the county of
Yestercloyea
Mrs.
'Robinson,
of
LowWashington
query:
When
is store buildinge
194
in
number;
skin should be ir first clams order or McCracken and
action of the Democratic party.
district aforesaid, a
Lawrenceburg, Ky., March 27.— ell, put in a claim and proced her
whisky?
storks
value_of properyou can not stand the trylne month.
9
For City Treasurer,
bankrupts
Notice is ,hetoby
given
The local option election in this city ownership of the wee/Rh. She was
Osteopathy, quickly
naturally re- that
The Sun is authorized to announce
on the 26th day of March, A. D.,
told
that
Martin
was the finder, and,
today resulted in a victory for the
store any disarrangement to auy tet
A, KENTUCKY EXAMpleE.
J. W. McKnight as a candidate for
"wets" by a majority of eeventy- turning to Min, milled sweetly, re- thee essentials of good health. The 1907, the said Wm. J. Whitehead was
A few weeks ago a negro was
the office of City Treasurer subject
duty adjudicated bankrupt, and that
to the superinteodent:
Lawrenceburg marking
votes. East
seven
torpid liver, the disordered kidneys,
to the action of the Democratic party. frightened from the house after
stood 100 wet and 115 dry, "Wasn't. it good- of the conductor?” tLe poor blood supply or circulation the first meeting of his creditors will
precinct
ing attempted to assault the daughFor City Attorney..
be held 'at my office in Paducah, Mcand West Lawrenceburg 71 wet and
readily yield to its health giving
The Sun is authorized to announce ter of a prominent Kentuckian. The
Oracken county, Kentucky, on the
dry.
39
Had
Narrow
Escape.
methods
the candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr., capture of the negro caused the U911:14
6th
day of Aprid, A. D., 19,7, at 9
Miss
The
bells
tolling
church
were
duo
Cora
Richardson. of 320
The treatment Is simplicity itself,
as a candidate for city attorney sub- "threats of 'lynching." The father of
o'clock in the forenoon, at "whiCh
South
the
bell
Third
the
heuse
(ley
leg
court
and
street,
sane,
'mid
a
rational,
narrow
without
the
use
01)
ject to the action of the Democratic limp girl exerted- -himself to prevent
rang. Two hundred school children escape from a serious accident Mon- harmful drugs. It cures by scientif- time the Feld cred!tors may attend,
primary, May 2. 1907.
the crime and succeeded In dt
.Ong so
Paraded the streets from early morn- day night. She turned to step fromthe ic manipulation to restore the normal ProSe their claims, appoint a truseee,
Justice will be dooe in the courts,
ing,
singing religious hymns and ask- porch through a window that she functions to each organ. It recog- examine the bopkrupt and .trannact
Daily Thought.
beyond a roasonalee doubt. At Floring
the
people to vote for local op- thought was open. The watdow -was
appreciates and uses proper such other business as may come
If a man haa one enemy he has ence, Ala., -the incident was • dup:4
however,. and
the went diet, air, water, exercise and other properly before said me -ting.
tion. They carried American flags dawn
enoligh,
rated.. The negro was captured-and
Eafxr+,
--r W. BAGRY.
and banners, on which were printed through the glass, cutting her aeft natural hygienic measures, too.
identified by his intended victim. A
Referee in, Bankruptcy.
A trite saying is "Seeing is believ"Vote for the Boys," "Vote for the wrist very painfury, but not serloueOUT WITH IT.
mob headed by the husband of the
v ,,-e 27. teee
ing,'" so I shall be pleased to ref,
Girls." "Veto as You Pray," "Vote ly.
The courage of eonvt'ti'
)
" is wotnan, it is seated in dispatches, tied
for Our Ifornese"
scarcely to be expected, but if the the negro to a eree and flred 1,000
.
- While the interest was at feve . "Ilas-111""illkb-evmllisawli
self-Imported leaders of ihe 141
"
1 shots into his body.
heat there was only one arrest dor.
board all exhibit the courage ^r
eThe Alatetma mob committed
a
log the day. A saloonkeeper, IR,. H
that!: preetimption, they will, in
horrilse and
inexcusable
murder
Segues, was arrested this afternoon
lecting the principa'ls In Aprti, de, when there was no probability that
for going into -his place of bpsineite
nominate one as principal, of the High a jury would -have failed to do its
The trial is set for le o'olockl in the
school. It the board %%mild defer the dirty.
The criminas had confessed
mornInghefore Judge John B. Shelby
election of• a Iligh school principal els ge ne
The temperance people say that the/
ante Prof. ca_anageo came, and peosi Kentucky does not wish to pose as
are determined to see whisky go out
mit him to eheoee a man. it would be a Pharisee, thanking God that the is
in this city and a petitiontrabeingeeloi1
The clothing we are showing
but a rnanifeetatIon of the board's not as Atabama. hut she Is in a poetculated late this afternoon asking
confidence in the euperintendent: hilt lion te point to several recent ini
season is the highest attainthis
you
that Judge Shelby tell an election for,
that -Is it far different procedure from etareest of the swift punishment of
clothing
ment
in
manufacture. The
theocounta, in the early part of June
electing three principals and ;then negro crimlnals as examplee by which
stamp of refinement is marked, discome:teeing the simperititendont to her neighbore in the south and In
choose one of them as principal of the north, might welt profit
WHEAT IN DANGER.
tinctive. The c 1 o t h in g is well
the High sceool especially when the
It ie not diflIctie to convict negroes
shrunk before made up, assuring
I
Abecirettatily ,High Temperature Wore
rules of the board, governing, the of crimes against women If the guilt
the permanence of shape,and every
rice leanness.
cptalificetions, bind the NUporIntcmd- of the culprit is plain. It is easy to
ARMORED
5e41111TEecitow
ent down to a ehe)ie* without an al- beat up a mob that will hang a negro
_
Pat lerl.
suit is hand tailored throughout. ' I
weigsne.euvetcre
1,8. la, L.
The hottest March weatheron rec..
tentative.. In this way. relit), the or teen him at the stake regardless
The new styles are well nigh
beard selects the prinOrtl, hut the of whether there Is ample proof of
temperature Prevailperfect—they
er Foot 6rd' w" July.
are so graceful. The
hot
throughout
most of the west,
responsiblety Is shifted from the his guilt. -and one unpunished mob
patterns
include
everything any
gave rise to some anxiety regarding
shouidtel. of the enitnees to those of murder peyee the way for other's.
:
i
man's taste fancies, from the dark
the wheat prospects last week, says
the superintendrio and -to the rules
Kee tu5ike his reason to ,
he proud
the Kansas City Stara. It was not
tone effects the conservative man
of the board. If the principal proves of her record In recent years for con,seriously claimed that the hot weathunsatiafeetory the hoard will be in a victing her criminals in court lusioad
favors to the novelties for the man
er did any damage; on the contrary
laosWen te weal) its hands of the of murdering them in -the woods. A
who wants something distinctive in (
it stared the wheat to growing rapMatter.
llttle pride' of this sort in certain
the swaggerness of pattern.
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erywhere
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the
appearance.
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a
that the principal of the High school terial benefit to the etate.--Courierexpress
extreme
*etch
was
-,I
that
fear
popular, and the three-button
very
most have been gradosted from an Joarrel.
ly high temperature in March may
and two-button single and double
institution belenging to the college
he
forerunner of.a dry and a
breasted coats will share in favoritunion, in other words, a uniyerrelly MALI ATION ARMY GIVES
i
pot spring that will ruin much of
recognized inatitittlen of higher eitliiism.
AWAY A BABY TONIGHT
the wheat crop.
eastison. It is apparent to the board
Our prices are from $10 to $40'
Persons who attempt long-distance
and to everybody ePe who are and
Melee William Pescott, of the Sal1
at every price you will get the
and
generally make a
4Pather
forecasts
who ale not qtaalified for the poeltion vatkei army, will conduct the meetsorry mess et it. Nevertheless. such
value
best
that
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will
buy,
in
Of principal.. Patrons of the school ing et the Salvation army tonight.
a remarkable phenomenon as 90 deseasbn, anywhere.
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are not VAC)
The major will give a baby away togrees ternarrature in March,naturally
1
eedtice the requirements. If the night and everybody is invited . to
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the
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of
appoint
to
rabic
Seats are free On Thutsdaa
twvibrft
may,not he indicative of tin adverse
I
local eppNetents thet 1..4 all revile hut night Major Weliem Ferott wet de
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The hoard Mimed set la tee open.,
liver his famous lecture, "Love and
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(Inc.)
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Rorrow." This \goitre atli he fuel)
previous March temeerature was RR
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A federal divt,ript Judge in Georgia il,luetrated
with
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Je.eph Yopp 6tah. Gholson James Todd, David Singer,y,Eari
Moore Clyde Mitchell, Fred Kelley,
Frank Page.

THE BEST THING

Bessie Wilkerson is ill at
her home, 326 North Fourth street.
Pretty Tableaux of Floecr
IS -2£.)
In Federal Court.
Mr. John S. Jackson left tht
• The opegeng &lid closing tableaux
Suit
was
bFaught in teh federal
morning for Louisville.
of the Carnival of Flowers to be givcourt by the Walsh Mannfactureig
Mr. George A. Wright left this
en on April 5, at the Kentucky thecompany, of Pittsburg, against the
morning for Princeton on a business
l ater for the D. A. R. Memorial FounPaducah Cooperage company, which
trip.
tain fund, will be especially beautithe defendant claimed was not HP
Mr. Spencer Starks went to Murful and taking features.
to specipeations and damages. The
ray this morning.
The curtain will 'rise on Miss Maprice of the machinery
was $74,Mr. Oscar Hank
returned
this
mie Dryfuss as the "Goddess of
314.60.
morning from Mayfield.
IFlowers" surreanded
by the 150
-Mr. H. W. Rathman returned to
! children in the flower costumes of
Deeds Filed.
his home in Uniontown this mornthe dances. Colored lights will be
E. F. E. Wood to Fannie J. Wood,
ing.
thsown on the pretty scene and Miss
land in county, $300.
Mrs. G. W. Duley, of SmIthland,
1Dryfuss will sing Becker's "SpringMargaret Hicks, to Jessie M. Colewill arrive today to visit Mrs. W. H.
Time." The Goddess of Flowers wi:1
man, property on Broadway between
Edwards, of Washington street.
wear an attractive Grecian costume,
Sixteenth and Seventeenth
streets,
Miss Mattie Foster, of
Haulsdecorated l
the
flowers . of the
$1 and other considerations.
burg. Ill. Is visiting her aunt, Ira.
dances. •
Second Floor.
Hannah Clark to Mary E. GourJ. L. Womack, of Salem avenue.
I
The closing tableau is a pretty
ietix, property on Trimble street, $1,_ Mrs. T. A. Clark has returned
, bit of patriotism and a tribute to the
300,
from St. Louis.
D. A. R. spirit. Miss Dryfass as the
G. J. Arams to Wheeler W7 HousMrs. E. R. Bradshaw
is visiting
Goddess of Flowers Will have a large
er, land in county, $100.
Mrs. Wilbur, of Memphis.
national flag and the 150 flower chilSuburban Realty company to J.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Gross, of St.
dren each a small flag. As all sing Louis
M. Bradshaw, property on Monroe
are visiting Mr. and
Mrs.
"America", Red. White and Blue
street between Twenty-first
and
AUTOMATIC SWIM
Ferd Hummel.
lights will be thrown.
Of REFRIGERATION
Miss Agnes Carney, of Mayfleld, is Twenty-second streets, $300.
Mrs. E. CI. Bompe, the regent of
Daisy Gipson to John Herndon,
visiting
Mrs.
L. A. Albriteon, of
SMITHLAND INSTITUTION WILL the D. A. II. chapter, has received a
land in county $200.
Jefferson street,
HAVE OWN BUILDING.
number
pleasant
of
messages
from
-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
Mrs. James R. Lemon, of Mayfield,
the near-by towns, and a large vis-Fes. Copeland's stable phone 100
In Police Court.
was in the city yesterday.
iting delegation is promised for the
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath,
The following cases were heard in
40054
Dr. George Bains, of Birmingham,
Broadway. Phone 196.
Capitalized At $20,000 and Will Be event. The papers in Mayfield and Ala., will arrive this afternoon
to the police court this morning: Bill
other surrounding towns are goner-Drink Belvedere, the master
Heady In Its New Home Early
Ed
attend the bedside of his mother-in- Bottom, drunk, $1 and costs;
cflisly noticing the entertalument.
brew.
in the Summer.
law, Mrs. M.. E Bead:es, of North Ray, cOlored, disorderly conduceconBetter take advantage of the cut
tinned to April 28; Cordie Long,
Fifth eit reset.
Magazine Club.
prices in the book und music sae at
Attorney W. A. Serry and wife drunk and disorderly, 50 days in
The Magazine club held a business
Harbour's Department Store.
have returned from Uniontown, ac- Jail: Emma Turner, false swearing,
Stnithland's new bank, knowele as meeting this morning at the home of
-Motzos, Motzos, Motzos at Jake
companied by the formers mother, continaed to April 29; Ed Keelin,
the Stnitbiand hank, will have a Mrs. Frank L. Scott on North Ninth
breach of peace, $20.
Biederman Grocery& Baking Co.
Mrs. A. L. Berry.
building of its own
next
to the street. It was decided to hold the two
-Belvedere draught beer on tap
Miss Joe Miller, who Is attending
Drummer's hotel in the, capital of regular meetings for April as set
at the Palmer House bar.
St. Vincent's Academy, will return
County Court.
Livingston. The bank has a capital down in the year book. These meet-Wedding invitations, announceniers:ley to spend Easter with her
Judge Lightfoot heard the case of
stock of $20,000 and will move into ings will be on the second and fourth
ments and every character of enparents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Miller, Mrs. Anrra B. Scott this morning in
Its new home early in the summer. Thursdays, the places have „not been
graved work is given careful, personcounty come, in which her lawyers
416 South Third street.
Mr. David Mean is president; Chas. settled. The officers for next year
al attention at the Sun Jo') office.
Mr.H. C. -Hollins has returned to want her deposed as administrator
0. Lowery, vIce-presklent, and
J. were not elected this morning, but
-Sweet violets for sale at The
the city from liadensville, where he of' her husband's estate. He will /eve
Fart Able, cashier.
were carried over for the first meetBungalow. Miss Trezevant,
0141
was called by Qs death of his his decision later.
ing in April.
LOST-Col.lection book of the Naphone 1215.
father.
Mack-Leone Co.
tional
Life and Accident Insurance
-You know your calling cards
Mrs. Jacob Hirsch, of Jackson,
The Little Minister once more
Concert At High School Tonight.
company. Return to 525 Broadway
are correct when they come from the
Tenn.,
is
the
guest
of
Mrs.
J.
R.
pleased ao appreciative audience at
"Roney's Boys" Concert company
and receive reward.
Sun office. Script cards and plate, The
Kentucky last night and the Will appear at the High school audi- Puryear, 806 Broadway. Mrs. Hirsch
$1.5'd a hundred; the 0:c1 English at Mack-Leo
was
formerly
Mrs.
FOR SALE- 46 acre farm three
Rowena
Rivers
of
ne company showed to its torium this evening for the benefit of
$3.00.
miles op Mayfield road. Six room
usual advantage. Tonight the offer- the Righ school library. This com- Paducah and has many friends here.
Mrs. Ed Ries, of 714 South WILL SPEAK TONIGHT AT KENEAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro- ing is a comedy. "Mrs. Smith's
house, with good outbuildings
AdOth- pany is under the direction of Henry
TUCKY AV. CHURCH.
duct. Remember that.
Fourth
street, who was operated on
elITCHELLS for hieh-grade bicY- dress Elizhbeth Metzler, Gen.
er Husband", a bill that, since its B. Roney, of Chicago, and sare,espe-Commencing at once, all ice recent production,
Paducah, Ky.
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
has won-a repu- cially fine in all their features. The yesterday at Riverside hospital, is recream delivered at residences will be tation for its cleanliness
FOR RENT-Two prick store
HORTON-SLNE---the painters and
of treatment boys are five in number and have a ported doing nicely today,
sent C. 0. D. H. G. Thompson.
Kra. C. B. diatmeey, of Memehis, Native Missionarf of Presbyterian paperhangers. Old phone 2401.
louses. Eleventh and Broadway, one
as well as for its ingenuity of plot wide reputation. They sang at the
-If you haven't time to go home and development. The fast and funny White House
businesshouse,
two-story
brick
Faith, Who Will Tell of
on Christmas day and Tenn i' is the guest of Mira. T. H. ParIle GOING TO_ BUY Kimball Piano
for dinner try Whitehead's 25c din- „action is centered around nine char- ft was made
ehirteenth and Clay. Paducah BrewHis Work.
a notable occasion in year during the Nieman's Home MNmoney.
sa've
Third.
South
can
515
ner, 215 Broadway.
ng company.
acters who become involved in
a the nation. Their reputation foret Woe conference. Mrs. Ramsey formFOR SALE--80-egg, "Banty incu-Miss Runge Stenographer and confusion intensely
mystifying
to the nation. Their repertoire fer this erly 1:ved in Paducab.
LOST- Lady's gold watch and fob
bator," for sale cheap. Ring 1789.
Notary Public. Palmer HouSe lobby. them, but :humorously clear to
Rev. T. J. Newel:, of Brownsville,
the .evening is fine and varied.
Elgin movernen LS. Somewhere lee,The
Rev.
Esheo
Badal.
a
Nweeya
Phone 14
Ve ANTtD-Good eook, 408 WashTenn., formerly pastor of the Broadaudience. John Smith, an English
tweea the Rivereide hospital and the
missionary, working
distinguished
-Fine carnations at ,50c per dozen gentleman, whp owns a racing stable
ington phone 2500.
way Methodist church, is attending
Dual Birthday Party.
Catholic church or on Fourth or
under
direction
the
Presbyteof
the
eat Brunson's 5212- Broadway.
and John Smith a curate, together
Master Walter
Hills Troutman the Home Mission conference. He 14 rian church, U.
FOR SALE OR KENT-Four -room Fifth street. Finder return to this
S. A.. a native of the
Book and music sae now on at with their respective wives, friends and Master Enes Wesley Orr
were a guest of Rev. W. T. Balling, of city of Orimiah, Persia, will address house. Apply 1726 Madison.
office and receive reward.
Harbour's Department Store, better and relatives and a bungling detec- the hosts of /a delightful party last North Seventh
street,
WANTED-To buy small tent.
the congregation of the Kentucky Av
get in on the good things we offer,
FREE EMPLOYMENT bureau. No
tive, furnish the many laughs that evening at the Troutman home on
Attorney Cecil Reed is home from nue Presbyterian church at 7:30 Address Horace G., box 6G.
-City subscribers to the Daily make the piece one of the most pop- South Third street, in celebration of Louisville.
charges for seryices rendered, either
o'clock this evening. He is traveling
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring to applicant or employer of eabor.
Sun who wish the delivery of their ular in the repertoire.
the 15th birthday of each. It was
under the authority of the board of 137 F. Levin.
papers stopped must notify our colCharity club, 307 Kentucky avenue,
a most enjoyable occasion. Games
missions in the interest of the work
Whet Is Whisky?
FOR SALE- Barred Plymouth phone 629 office open from 9 to 12
lectors or make their requests di, Wlitre Beggars Ride.
and music were features of pleasure.
Washington, D. C., March 27.- in Persia. With interest and appreRock eggs' $1 per 15. Phone 1440.
rect to ra' Sun office. No attention
"If wishek were horses beggars Delightful ices and cakes were servo'clock every forenoon.
Secretary WI:son and Dr. Harvey W. ciation he has spoken in numerous
will be pall to such orders when might ride," says the old saw, but ed during the evening. The house
Furnished
front
Wiley appear to have locked horns pulpits of his church in
America,
FOR SALE-liarrea, buff, white
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co. in Persia beggars actually do ride, al- was prettily decorated with red and
on the question of labeling whiskies. lately in Tennessee has made ad- room. Apply at 5189 Washington St.
Plymouth rock, white, brown, buff,
-Drink Belvedere the Paducah though they patronize the numb0 white carnations and the color-motif
Wiley thinks that whisky or concoc- dresses ip all the prominent churchCLOTHES cleaned, pressed, re- leghorn, silver lacen, while. buff
beer.
donkey instead of his more aristo- was carried out In the attractive retions purporting to be whisky,should es in Knoxville Chattanqoga
and paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a. . Wyandotte eggs, $1.00 per setting of
-Old vehicies made like new. Car- cratic-brother. How they manage to freehments.
be labeled with the exact contents. Nashville.
15. Address Albert Bagwell, R. F. D.
ASK your grocer ft; Smith &
riages and Wagons built to order. Re- obtain these useful animals, or even
Those present were: Misses MaThe address will have for its subSecretary Wilson thinks that whisky
No 4, Paducah, Ky. Phone 733-1.
Butz's Bread and Cakes. Telephone
pairing, painting, trimming, rubber to exist themselves, passes European bel Troutman. Ruth Mitchell, Lillie
is still whisky when it contains some ject "Persia and Her People" in
OF -INTEREST to Parties with
69-a.
tires, etc., at Sexton's Sign Works, comprenension, but the fact remains Yopp, Mary Gholson, Frances Roark.
thing
besides
whisky. President which the customs, manners, charmoney-If
you have any difficulty in
that
do
both.
MO.).
Sixteenth and Madison. Phone 401.
Yopp, Mary
Gho'son,
WANTED--Good work horse an-41
Frances Roosevelt has been called
Into the acteristics of the country will be ilplacing your surplus funds, write or
The Persian tramp, astride his Brooks Opal Brandon, May Beyers,
-The epung ladies of the BroadRing
milch
phone
fre-h
old
cattle.
dispute to find an answer to
the lustrated by native costume, pictures
call on me, as 1 have a number of
way Methodist entereh will give an donkey, often makes very long jour- Nellieeiroyles, Nellie Broyles, Laura
56G, Jae. R. Moore.
and curiosities.
question:
applications for money
in
sums
Easter tea at the residence of Mrs. .1. neys--even as far as Meshee or Mec- Augustus, Rita Brooks Nellie Keith"Whe is whisky whisky?"
FOR RENT-Third Door over from $300.410 and up with real estate
ca
whence
he
returns
with
the
proud
ley,
Mollie
Standford, Zue:ana Yopp,
W. Little, Fourteenth and Jefferson,
Notice 110. O.
Frank Jiist's barber shop, 117 N. 4th security., good Interest rates, close
Feat unday afternoon, March. 30, from title of "Beetle" Useful as the donkey Ruth Hummel, Beulah Gholson. AnRiddles.
toese.rs of Mangum Lodge No. 21 St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
Ite
‘
peisoual investigation, all commentis'
o
his
mendicant
master,
the
latter
nie
Dugan
Vivian Reeves. Launna
3 to 5. Admission
cents.
What was Joan of Are made of? and Ingleside Lodge No, 1e5 are
FOR RENT- Apartment E in melons strictly confidential. S. T.
-Motzos, Matzos, Motzos at Jake usually treats him in a most brutal Gideon, Masters Lester Orr, John Maid of &Pans.
called to meet in joint sea ion on Cochran
Apartments
fashion, a length of chain being a Kopf, Sanders Keithley, Harry MorNinth and Randle, Loans, Real Estate and InBiederman Grocery& Baking. Co.
What is that which by losing an Thursday.(March 28, at 7:30 o'clock, Monroe.
surance, Room 3, American-German
Newly papered.
-We -give you bettet carriage and frequent substitution fqr a whip gan, Oscar Reetee, Glenn Orr, Frank eNya
.ehas
lse
nothing left but la nose? at the hale corner Fifth and Broadwhen the unfortunate animal needs Albritton, Louis Standford, Oscar
WANTED--r-42,00
0 on real ;state National Bank.
better service for the -money, than
way, for the purpose of biking some in Paducah. Address L. A. B., P.
is given by any transfer company in encouragement.-Wide World Maga- Gideon Robert Reeves Louis Brooks,
Why is a man who makes pens a action on
the reports of the commit- Bp's, 673, City.
zine.
W.le MILLER.
Paul Dugan. Edwaed Houser. Vane
America, Fine carriages for special
wicked man? Because he makes tee on locating
a site for loige room
'RANTEDoccasions on short notice, also eleBright
girl
to
assist
men steel (steal) pens and then says
building and altio remodeling of the In office.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
Apply in own handwriting Enters the Ita...----Entriet Closed;
they do write (right).
street
Third
building.-They Are Off.
-Just received, Spaulding's new
to GO, care Sun. If a young lady fell into a well,
F. J. HOUSEHOLDER. N. G.
At the earnest request
of
my
baseball guide for 19.07. R. D. ClemWhy couldn't her brother help her
ONE nice front room furnished for
H. L. -JUDD, Secretary.
friends, who know I have the interest
ents &
rent, Bath and all modern conveniout? Because, how could he be a
Mangum, No. 21.
of the city at heart, I have dexeded
. -Motzos, Mottos Motzos at Jake
ences. Apply 918 Broadway.
brother and aesiet her 'a sister), too?
W. H:. POOR, N. G.
to enter the race and earnestly solicit
Biederman Grocery& flaking Co.
Why is music cheaper on Sunday
AGENTS WANTED- To sell hoP. J. BECEENBAUGH, Seey.
support of my friendly in this un-peat* yoour orders for wedding
then during the week? Because, dursiery and underwear. Possible buyer
Ingleside
dertaking,
No.
155.
make a
I profuse en
Invitations at home.
ing the week you Get it by the piece,
The Sun is
in -every family. Outfit free. Victoria
clean caneass. I w114 not engage in
showing as greet an assortment as
and on Sunday you get by the choir.
Mills, Cincinnati 0.
mud thl'owing or say anything deyou will find anywhere at
Handkerchief BaLeer.
pricee
Why is it more dangerous to go out
FURNITURE EXCHANGE, 20.
5 rogatory
to the character of my opThe Furnishing society
mireh lower than you twill have te
in the spring than any other time of
of the South
Therd, buys furniture and
ponents, nor will I make any engagepay 0
7sewhere.
the year? Because in the spring the Christian church will have an Easter
stoves. New phone 9.00-a.
ments that I will not fulfill; but I
grass has blades, the flowers have display of handkerchiefs In the of-- The Young•Ladiese- society of
THE COLORED millinery store am ready and willing at al: times to
fice
of
Mirth,
Rush
Fraternity
pistile the leaves shoot and the bullCo.,
the First Prrebyterlan church
We'
bending, Thursday. March 28. An will have its opening Thursday, Fri- furnish you a higioraele or medium
rushes out.
save on sale, Easter eggs, eakes and
Ella 'Mitchell piano or our own make direct from
unique and varied assortment will be day .and Saturday.
candlea, Saturday ,from 8 a. m. to C
shown. Some from foreign countries. proprietress.
the factory and save you the commis-Lenten
Ditty.
Yost
p. m. in the office of IMr.
TI. LovMany from
the different states.
WANTED-Ming man to work ott sion that you may otherwise pay to
Now the forty days are up,
ing. on the ground floor of the Frawest. All farm. AINAY W. J. Boatwright, R. igencies. I am here to stay and
Lead us, Nick, Into temptation. North, south, east and
ternity blinding.
pretty, dainty and at reasonable F.
Psui the flesh and fill the cup.
Paducah, Ky., or phone make each gmarante• good, a vote for
e-The'lettleter League win meet or
Whereel you go for your vaca- prices. Iltoiclous home-made candy GIP ring 3.
me Is a vote for your own interest
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock with
will be sold. A liberal patronage is
tion?
and
your children's happiness and imSTENOGRAPHER
WANTED-ExAire. Robert Rudolph, of North Thirsolicited by the ladies,
a
perienced. Address A care Sun. stat- provement. Poih are open retell day.
teenth street.
Hell Oh, Hell' you can't beguile
ing qualifications and experience and Sunday excepted, at 518 Broadway.
County Clerk Hiram Smedley is
Me with that yarn. Don't deny
Parnnoin.
W.
MILLER.
salary eapeetAd.
still absent from his office on account
it•
What its paranoia, anyway? The
-WANTED-Position by competent
of the Illness of his wife. A serious
You have been here al: the while, ordinary dictionaries do not define It,
and well acquainted young man• Will DYNAMITE ('Alt EXPLODES;
operation has been pronounced neo
Playing brldtie whist on the and authorities on psychiatry are not
9OUR PE0P14E ARE KILLED
gonsider any
proposition, clerical
merry by Mt*. Smedleyet physicians,
quiet.
specific in their definitions ther'eof.
Atlanta, March 27.Four
perwork
preferred.
Best
th!s
taken
Chicago
references.
to
will
she
he
Adad
They each use the term In a different
Puck.
00119 are dead and others are believdress X. Y., this offic.e
evening if she is considered strong
sense. The most commonly accepted
ed burled In wreckage, the result of
• erltee
IX.-VERY MUCH JOHNSON.
e-Isaugh to make the trip. Dr. Delia
OR SALE- Just finished house an
Notice.
Interpretation of it is a delusional
explosion of a car otd.z.pamite in
accompany
Cadwell and 6 name
Junior Partner Johnson.bought the interest of Jones.
se
Ingleside Rebecah lodge No. 17, 1. mental state Induced by chronir In- of four room, reception hill. Front thepouthern Railway yards today.
Now
the
ostaki!.shnient
whole
this ADVERTISER °woe.
Mese Smedley, bet I. CeakPwell can0. 0, F. will meet Wednesday,Merch tovications notably
with a'cohol, and back porch. Water In kitchen The cause of the explosion is a mysUsed to bo an °Nice boy:Cut found a way to "rise:
net remain for the operation and will
27, at their halt,
morphine and cocaine poisoning. Its nalt block from cur line. On 40 foot tery. Three of the dead are negroes.
an
BroadLierned to to of value, then ho learnsd to ADVERTISE.
return ininiedlately.
way. ThS deCree wl: be conferred oh host known manifestations are the let. Small ('a"!) payment, balance on
several candidates and all members chronic illuelonai insanities
made Monthly Installments. L. D. Random,
Mr. and MM. Thoniln,14 Preanell
.
Mr. John Van Cultn, of Ned' York.
McCracken
Reit 10004 and daughter, Mitta rrfno , returned to
are urged, to be present.
emetic In regieldea, interne religious President
The prIce of n want ad. Is one cent a word for one Insertion and two
arrives here next week from 'HopTHERESA DAVIS, N. 0, [leaders and litigious and erotic indi- and 3dortenge Co., Office 318 South Smithland yesterday after
visiting
cents n word for three insertions, cash to accompany the order.
Mile/611C where he is visiting,
Sixth street, Phone 765.
'victuals.- Boston Herald.
LAVRA DAVIS, See'r,
h•rs.
6
.41
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Ladies' Ready-to-Wear Department
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NEW BANK

Hart is now ready to show the two
best lines of Refrigerators he has
ever brought on. Visit HART.

-f 1,11

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO

PERSIAN

WANT ADS.
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The Rise of Jimmie Johnson.
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An Announcement of Importance for Shoe Wearers
The American Lady and the American Gentleman, the Best Popular Price Shoes

,

MADE HAVE BEEN PLACED WITH LENDLER & LYDON
A

This announcement is of the greatest moment to every man, woman and child in Paducah--every one who wears shoes:
The American Lady and the American Gentleman are brands of shoes that the largest and most up-to-date shoe manufacturers in the country, the Hamilton-Brown Shoe Co.. of St. Louis, have made famous. Famous because they are undoubtedly the best values in shoes money will buy, at the prices.
The proof of that is the fact there are probaby more American Lady and American Gentleman shoes worn than any
other shoe.
. The American Lady sells at from $2.50 to $4, and the price simply won't buy more shoe value anywhere.
The American Gentleman sells at from $3.50 to $5, and the price simply won't buy more shoe value anywhere.
in each line, ladies or gentlemen, these is a shoe that will fit every and any foot. Making the quantity of shoes they do, HamiltonBromn Co. necessarily have the greatest possible number of lasts and different styles.
As an illustration of the magnitude of the firm, they have five specialty factories. (Note---Every factory is a specialty factory, and
employs only specialists schooled to that particular work.)
These five factories make 48,000 shoes a day and preparations are being made to enlarge the plants.
Merit must necessarily be the foundation stone for such a business. And having attained to such proportions the firm must not kick
down the ladder that elevated it—making the best shoes made. No, they must keep up the standard.
We are showing Hamilton-Brown's complete lines in these famous shoes, as well at their children's shoes, and shall be pleased
to show
them to you at any time. Come in to see us. You won't be urged to buy.

The American Lady
sells from $2.50 to $4.
None better.

SUBSCRIlif FOR ThE SUN—TEN CENTS A WEEK

LE,NDLER ê LYDON
309 Broadway.

KNIGHT TEMPLAR
OBSERVE
EASTER AT
WILL
KENTUCKY AVENUE CHURCH.

Big Nieeting Yesterday When Degrees Were Conferred—Plans
To Attend Conclave.

Knights Templar will observe Easter at the Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian church next Sunday morning.
The Knights will assemble at the
Fraternity building and march in a
body. At the church the regular ritual will be observed, and the Rev.
J. R. Henry will preach the annual
sermon.
Degrees were conferred
on five
candidates by the commandery yesterday, the work commencing in the
afternoon. The Eastern Star furnished luncheon, which was served
in
the lodge room.
Fifty knights have already signified their intention to attend the triennial conclave at Saratoga, N. Y.

Hot water—ar d plenty of it—is a necessary
kitchen luxury. An unsatisfactory heating apparatus
is an unmitigated nuisance—a temper ruffier—a
trouble maker.
If you have a Buck's stove in your kitchen you
have no difficulty with your hot water supply. The
extra large "L" shaped heater—in a Buck's stove—
has fifty per cent more heating surface than an ordinary apparatus.
This means t!lat more water can be heated almost instantaneously and that a high temperature
can be maintained with a minimum amount of fuel—
in a Buck's stove.
Wc shall be glad to show you the many other
advantages of these stoves—and tell you about our
attractive prices and terms—if you will come to our
store—today.
A dollar down and a dollar a week will buy one
of these splendid stoves. You surely can't afford to
miss this chance. Take advantage of it today,

MIEETT

ROOSEVELT; _TALK 1908.

We wish to announce to our patrons and friends that we
shall re-open our store Thursday morning, March 28,
and if you will call that day we certainly shall be glad to
see you, and shall treat you courteously, and show you
some very rare bargains.
SALE STARTS THURSDAY,MARCH 28
200 yards printed
Madras for
shirts and shirt waists well worth
20e, for 1.0e.

1 lot Silk Mutts, dotted and Plain.
30-inch fancy- dress goods, spring
.

r°kel/011 and Woodruff Confer with
President As To Campaign.
Washington, D. C., March 2G. —
Secretary of the Treasury Cortelyou
and Timothy Woodruff of New York,
chairman of the Ilepubliean
state
committee of New York were In conference with President Roosevelt at
the white house for more than two
hours today. Mr. Woodruff said the
conference related
presidential
to
campaign plans for 190, but that
candidates were not discussed.

15.50 Silk Waists, $4.

shades, 50c.

1 Lot of dress goods, formerly The
400 yards of Curtain Swiss worth
15e, flor 10e.

and $1, for 50c.

r

lot worth $1; for 69r.

quality, worth '
Xic, for 12%e.

tot worth 50e for 35c.
lot worth 40c tor 25c.
lot odd Renntanta worth 50c for
100 yards embroidered

Swiss

in

1 lot white wet:dings worth

215e

for 15c.
.1 a m ea A.rmstrong. who reskles in
the county, five miles out on the Benton road, has pwrobased "IteputaCon." a fine trotting stallion, from
Henry CuNen. of Lexington, for $ 2,frno. Re:ligation 19 a beautiful, specimen of horse flesh. He 40 five years
old, and hap splendid style.
LITTLE ARTHUR SLMON
;VIM. 11.1K101.Y RAC4IVKIL
Reports from Riverside hospital
state that Airtbur Simon, the .eightYeall-old boy, who was ittraisit by an
automobile at Foerth
street
and
Broadway Sunday, is improving and
If be holds this own today will forayer.
Ile Is suffering /tom fracture of the
skulL

•

I lot fancy Wo•il P'..a id a, were 50.r,
now 39c.
•
1 lot Cotton Mohair, were 25-,
now 10c.

Great Silk Bargains.

400 yards of 46-inch lition, good

25e.

colors and white, 50c quality for 25e.
It MUTATION PURCHASIM
lir WORACKEN CO. MAN.

were 25c, now 15c.

1 lot silk waist patterns, fine quality and up-to-date style, $1 a yard.

1 lot of

and children's dresses,
' worth

V,oc,

for Mc.

$1.50 for $1.25.
$8 Silk Net Waists for $6.215,'
t
$5 Silk Waists for $3.85.

52-Iteet Mohair, le bk .and
colors, worth, at this time f5,C,•for 50e.

1

. $0.98 Silk Wagons evening shade's,
$5,26.

regular

stock,

Embroideriee.

30-inch Black Taffeta Silks worth

1 lot of fancy Mohair, for ladles'

Shirts,

worth $1, now 7#5c.

We have a beautiful line of emtbrokieries, and the prices are very
low for fine 'coolie.
1 lot odds and ends In One shirts;
19c.
Special price.* on fine umbrellas.

R. ROBERTS

•

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27.

•
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NO FLARE OF TRUMPETS
No Gorgeous Displays
C

.t

•.

#

This dainty dressing table is
a dream, Sold Heretofore
for $18.00. Garner's price,
$15. Come see it.

But Genuine Quality, Real, Stable Values, together with prices that distance all competition, are the winning points at GARNER BROTHERS' FURNITURE STORE. We
serve the publicless ostentatiously, perhaps, but with just as good in quality, just as elegant
in appearance, just as ornamental in finish and just as reliable in every respect---yet at lower
prices. And why? Because we operate at less expense and divide the savings with our customers. And still another reason: We
are satisfied with small' profits, and
CASH or
when we get one customer that customer means still another for our store.
CKEDIT

THIS IS
HOUSE=CLEAN1NG TIME.

Baby Buggies
and Go-Carts

And also the time for beautifying and refurnishing the interior of the home. Let us assist you
in the latter. We can supply your every want
and will save you money. We are making a
special run on Carpets, Rugs, Mattings, Window Shades and General House Furnishings.
Note a few prices.

A beautiful rocker, oak curved bottom, and will last years
with any kind of care. Compare this with rockers elsewhere. Garner's price only

$4.50.

This beautiful three-piece suit sold everywhere for $25.
Garner's price only $1 5. Many other parlor pieces
at prices to suit your purse. Come in and look at our
line. Satisfaction guaranteed.

207 South 3rd
'

We are sole agents for the
celebrated Bridge & Beach
Stoves and ranges. Nothing
cheap except the price.

A large line to select from at prices
to suit your pocketbook. Look at
ours before buying and you will find
we will save you money on your
little one's vehicle. Don'- w a i t,
come now.

Swellest line of China Closets in
the city. Lucky if you could get
one formerly at $25.00. Garner's
price now is only $20.

YOUR
CREDIT
IS
GOOD
HERE

This easy chair is as durable
as swell. The upholstering
Extension and stationary is almost everlasting. Handtables in endless variety at somely curved. Regarded a
prices that will surprise you. bargain at $18.00. Garner's
price $15.
$4.50 and up.

ARNER BROS.

207 South 3rd

reds of mach from the employment,'and over fifty-nine one
pound of a day, or even, as is the cue too ofthe cannot turn to other fields for bread a day. 'Infants under
one year en, on less, is a heavy enough task
the earning of even a makeshift live- of age receive nothing, and
all the under any conditions, but with the
lihood that might mean escape from great majority betweeu 17 and
59 thermometer registering 25 degrees
starvation for his family. Those who receive nothing. Their one and
only below zero, and no fuel it becomes alhave sought the cities have but one hope for Mein In atarfng
the pitiful- most superhuman. many !Mines
has known in modern times. It is story to tell—no work. Even with ly small allowence of bread
which in need of protection emanate the bitnot mere want or destitution or suf- the limited number who have done so other members of the family receive.
ter cold now huddle together in one
fering which is abroad but death it- there are a hundred applicants for In a family of six two,persons, on
house tearing down the others to be
self, the hunger death, which spar- every job.
an average will receive their pound of burned.
ing none, attacks first the weaklinga,
bread each day which whensdivkled
Government Graft.
Awful Conditions. o
the children and women whom other
The best indication of the terrible among the whole family means oneSaid one worker on the ground:
foes spare.
privation that exists is the fact that third of a pound a day.* That and "We shall be fortunate if In Samara
Economic conditions in
Russia the Russian "government has been cold water—that is all. Many fami- alone we escape with two hundred
make the plight of the sufferers moved to action. In 1891, a famine lies, of course have no members en- thousand deaths in a total of three
more terrible. They are peasants, un year, in which, however, the suffer- titled to government aesistance. There million inhabitants." And Samara is
educated, as is 85 per cent. of Rus- ing was nothing compared to that of is no escape, no alternative, ind the but one of the twenty-one suffering
sia's who'. population. Their one this year, the government bit upon small allowance must be divided provinces. It is a sliggering total.
means of livelihood Is farming, and the happy expedient of forbidding the smaller yet In the struggle to sustain
Fortunately, and it is hoped not too
when Heaven -denies the ruin for the use of the word huger. This yar the life.
late, an effort is being made to enlist
The Russian peasant does not eat the support of all humanity against
crops, as was the case last year. their situation is so much worse that the
only means of sustenance is gone. government has spent about $35,000,- meat. his daily food being five pounds this enemy of famine. This Country
Last year, in more than 1,500,000 000 and Is negotiating a loan of $37,- of bread. He has now one-fifteenth has alweys been at the front In such
equate miles of Rusetan territory 500,000 more for famine relief. But of his regular ration, If he has any- work.
When Japan found herself
there was sowing but no reaping. The even such a sum is totally inadequate thing at all. The meaning of this after the war with thousands sufferearth was dry and unproductive, rob,. to meet the situation as Mr. Nicolas condition may become clearer to the ing for food. the United States sent
bing the peasant of even the little Shiskoff, who is visiting this country readcr if he attempts to live one one- money to feed them. A similar move
store of seed sown which otherwise in behalf of the eufferers, and with fifteenth of his daily share, say three meat has been etarted more recently
he might have used for food. There no political purpose, has pointed out. Meals every two weeks. For there for the perishing poor of China. Now
no Industries except farming, no Nor Is it surprising when the expense is practically nothing in the famine Russia in her extremity In fighting a
newspapers, practically no railroads, of carrying on such work over 1,500,- district on which to support life. foe that has no part In International
in the land where famine stalks. If 400 square miles, almost without rail Even the seeds of the weeds have alliances is terming to this country.
the crop fails the peasants of today roads, without newspapers or enlight- been eaten. The little horses on
As a result of the visit to the
can do nothing but wait pray and enment*, and among 30,000,000 suf- which the peasants depends for his United States of Nicholas Shiskoff, in
MNENININMINNI
plowing and general work, the occa- behalf of the famine sufferers, an or- •11•111•11M
suffer just as his father did before ferers, Is remembered.
sional cOve all have been so'd to pur- ganized movement is already On foot
him. There is no other work that
The sum appropriated by the St.
Till appeal to Irrigation so that crops may be groue
outing, is one which
the peasants can seek. Miles and Petersburg government, moreover, is chase bread. On the treeless steppes for the collection at funds, The Ruseven when the rain faila.
Amer!
cans.
conditions are, if possible. worse. To sian Famine Relief Fund is now an
miles from the railroad, and hund- far In excess of that which will
reach
tremendous
Thei famine means a
support life on one-third of a pound actuality. With headquarters at 135
th victims of the famine. Whatever
Lost and Found.
East 15th Street, New York city, setback to Russia. At Present the
may be the general belief concerning
between
9:30 p. m, yester.'
Lost,
problem is how to obtain food. Later
and with Bishop Potter as President
the modernity of the Russian govwill, come the question of the future day and noon today, a bilious attack.
and Dr. Samuel Barrows as Secreernment and its methods, Its officials
headadas.
sick
of provinces and savings and have with nausea and
collection of
tary it has begun th
the sufficiently up-to-date to know
no money. Friends of Rii & itt, how- This toes was occasioned by finding
money for the fight against starvathe meaning of graft. It is notoritimes it a drug store a box of Dr. King's
CLEAN
tion. There will be no graft In the ever, see promise of bet :e r
ous that a Russian official named
New Life Pills, the guaranreed cure
ahead,
although
this
nece
rilY
Inadministration of these funds, for
Gutko, the manager of the whole purbiliousness, malaria and jaundice
for
The
volves a vast amount of w ork .
they will be applied by the society's
chase of relief supplies was recently
All druggists. 25c.
hope
of
peasant
the
in
the
I
'amine
officers and not turned over to the
the centre of such a scandal as causRussian government or Its officials. area lies first in his e ducat"( In in
ed even the government to take noEach day there drops into the cofthe
Every contribution will be acknowl- modern farming method#1 to talc,
After some months of work
tice.
of the Nea- York elevi.ted railfers
place
of the thousand-,year-old cusedged by the Morton Trust Company
Under his administration It was found
toms he still follows sad second% in way 27,500 nickles, to say nothing
which is acting as treasurer of the
that only about six hundred thousand
the installation of rest systems Mt of the other mine and bills.
funds.
pude (a Feld Is forty pdunds) of
.grain had been delivered Instead of
Much is 'hoped for in the way of
one hundred
million pude which
contributions and a single sentence
should have reached the famine outtel
their power. "Hight .dof.lar,
(errs. And there is other graft.
will save the life of an adult the rea.
Contracts are made With dealers to
harvest—five dollars th life of
deliver a certain quantity of grain to
child," says Mr. Rhiskoff. Such is th,
a certain district and when this quansum that reensesents a human lit,
and Foreign,
World's h; ppenings, State,
tity arrives It has shrunk one half.
Whet In this country means a visit
papers de.
0
ing
i0
'wing
Markets,
The
Sports, Etc.
Experience has shown that this oneto the theater, or a couple of pair 0"f
delivery.
for
half 'which reaches the sufferers is
har7;
c.
extra
No
gloves, In Russia means a chance to
adulterated in every possible menner,
live. It is a striking comparison of
Loulavil It Times
nihrn
asc
ir
f s-T
The Col nmerclal-A ppeal
St. Lout Republic'
even by the,substitution of common
relative values, and of the final value
Examiner
Th A Rectird•Iferald
earth which
means more. bloodor life in Russia. And It Is the beWel kgo Tribune
'fits Globe-l)etw2erat
for the contractors.
Nat
lief of Dr. Harrows and the other
hville American The Post.-I)lapatch
Even If all the Rusian government's
neinnati Enquirer
imi
The Ners-Sctar
workers of the Relief Committee that
Chicago Daily News
The Star-ChrlinIcle
efforts at relief were carried out efCOOL
the CilAHCPS to save a human life at
ficiently, those efforts would Mtn be
a cost of five dollars, to provide for
ZOHN
inadequate.. M present the relief con
months of sustenance for striving beHOUSE
slits of furnishing to each person In
trigs at a cost repreenting har413 Limi
l:.egiuter Office, 523 Broadway
the famine district teder seventten
'noire than ilke priea of a single
INNENENIMMIN

Thirty Million People are Starving
In Provinces of Russian Empire
Little Father Awakens To Needs of
His Peasant Subjects But Graft
Hate Up Substance Appropriated
'To Them Aud America Is Called
Upon To Aid Suffering Of Those
Benighted People.

4

New York,—Every report from the
land of the of the Little Father serves
to shoW that Russia is locked In a
deaddiy struggle compared to which
the suffering and losses of the war
with Japan sink to insignificance. It
Is not a iftruggle with a foreign foe,
nor yet the seething& of political unrest that affords the greatest present
menace to the'subjects of the Czar,
but invasion by an enemy greater
than any or all of these—pitiless
Famine. Thirty million
people—
pet Santa all inhabiting a district corn
prising twenty-one
provinces and
covering an area half as large as the
Whole United States, are in, the grasp
of the destroying hunger. It is the
greatest, the most pitiful famine that
Russia the land of many famines,

QUICK

COOK
WITH
GAS

I

Ask any dealer for
the oldest bottled in
bond whiskey he
has in stock and you
will get either

EARLY TIMES or
JACK BEAM. It's

eight summers old.

HY buy hand-me-down
clothes at tailormade prices when you can
get Real Tailor-Made
clothes, made here at
home. Exclusive patterns
and guaranteed to fit for
$25 and up.

Keep roosted!

live
Th eco
livered
rewdo,

HARMELING

GHEAP

The Tailor.

WILHELM, Local Circulator

•
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1 THIS PRESCRIPTION IS SAID TO RELIEVE
BACKACHE AND KIDNEY TROUBLE
Btookgm, N. Y.-If it had not been
ANYONE CAN PREPARE IT AT HOME.

11.

tried to Ron Navy Yard teemed
With Eatables. But stray Deg
Detected the Beef.

for the keen (factories of a litt.e
waif of a dog that happened to be
Here is a prescription that any oae can mix at home. Any god
banging around the office of the serprescription pharmacy can supply tb,a Ingnedienta named at little cost
geant of the guard at the east gate
being composed entirely of vegetable extracts, it is hamlets and inof the Brooklyn navy yard, the chief
expensive. pest, of all it does its work well,relierng emit be woo;
took- of. the martne-birracks might
forms Of bladder trouble, frequent urination, backache, kidney com'have gotten away with a six pound
plainte and by its direct adieu upon the eliminative tissues of the'
kidneys, Makes these most' vital organs rid the blood and system of
ration of beef without being detect-1
e-aste matter and title acid which causes rheumatism. ed.
This ppescription is -often prescribed ay the greatest kidney and
Private John J. Larkin, chief cook
bladder specialists in 'New York, whose fees in each ease would
of the barracks, shouldered a heaviastound one.
ly laden gunnysack and started for
Here Bele, tie' Jilt you suffer._ rluid Exteart Dandelion, onehalf ceinoe;-rompound Kaman, one'ounce; Compound Syrup Sarsathe east gate. At the gate he watil
parilla, three ounces,
stopped by Sergeant Henry Kroenelhake wel: in a bottle and take in teaspoonful doses after each
lng of The guard. The latter asked
meal and at bedtime. Any good pharmacy can supp:y the ingreda
the chief cook what was in the sack.
er LS,
A weil-known local druggist is authority for the statement that
The cook confidently replied: "0,
mile week's use generally shows good results in nearly every instance,
only a few old empty beer bottles.and such symptoms as lame back, frequent desire to„urinate, pain in
But he did not figure on a stray
the bladder anti even Chronic theumatism are generally relieved in
dog being on guard a.lso. The dog
•
a fw days, pains and swelling diatished with each (wee.
was hungry. One could see that, and
life had no charms for him until the
cook appeared. Then he jumped and
Washing the ileggara' Feet.
Easter tiayety In Moscow.
capered and rubbed himself on the
- A-traveler in Moscow pictui•es the
legs of the cook, until his actions atUntil alecast modern times the
:
, one
tracted the attention of the sergeant. ceremony of washing the beggars' Easter celebration there as being
Surely a dog stould not cut trp such feet, as performed by the Roman of the greatest gayety and "describes
crazy antics over a few old empty Catholic archbishop of Westminster, the lights, the illUsie and the,gayly
beer bottles, thought the sergeant was'onserved in- the Church ,of Eng- colored processions as being la very
and he said: "You'llehave to show :and. Every -Easter' Queen Elizabeth entertaining and pretty picture.
mei"- feet. "One tact youngebussar,". he says,
washed, dried atid - kiaseek.
There were beer t-ottles In the of as many poor peoplie As she'was 'by way of contributing his share to
sack, sure enough: also tins of tome- years old. James I. and his success- the entertainment bought at a ruble
- ai succotash, and peas. The dog ors, appointed a deputy for the cere- apiece a:1 the red !petitions he could
Ted .at these, but kept his nose mony, but James II. performed it find and .sent them floating through
to the gunpybag until the sere personally in full. After 1731 It the air So the great delight of the
to
g .t took out a sit pound ration of -seems to have been dropped, but In children and adding materially
fresh beef. When the cook saw that that year George II. delegated to the the general brightness, gayety and
be broke away from the guards who archbishop of York the duty of confusion of the occasion."

F

bad held him; but the dog seized up- wasain% the feet of 48 beggars and
on the beef.
presentine the royal -gifts. The aged
A Humane Appeal,
A humane citizen of Richmond,
It took five men to take Larkin- to emperor of Austria still observes this
the gcardhouse. Be bit the sergeant royal custom, washing the feet of 12 Inel„, Mr. U. D. Williams, 107 We*
Main St, says: "I appeal to all pee
of the guard In the face with his fist, old'men on Maundy Thursday.
sons with weak lungs to take Dr.
and the sergeant of the guard struck
King's New Discovery, the only remeback win his bayonet.
Health in the Canal Zone.
Larkin is confined, awaiting trial
The high Wages paid make Jt a dy That haa taped me and Tilly
by general court martial for theift mighty temptation to our young ar- comes up to the proprietor's recomand using threatening language to- tisans to join the force of skilled mendation." It saves more lives thee
ward and resAsting ad assaulting the workmen needed to construct the all other throat and lung remediet
sergeant of the guarqt- whi'e the lat- Panama Canal. Many are restrained put together. Used as cough and cold
ter was in the performanee of his du- however by the fear of fevers and cure the world over. Cures asthma,
ties. It is said the dog will be en- malaria. It is 'the knowing ones- bronchitis, croup, whooping cough,
listed in the corps.
those Who have used Electric Bitters, quinsy, hoarseness, and phthisic,
who go there without this fear, we stops hemorrhages of the lungs and
knowing they are safe from malari- builds them up: Guaranteed at all
The Touch That Heals.
Trial
Is the touch of Bucklen's Arnica ous influence with Electric Bitters druggisas. 50c and $1.00.
Salve. It's the happiest combina- on hand. Cures blood poison toe, bottle free.
tion of Arnica flowers and healing biliousness, weakness and all stomAmong those drawn dor jury serbalsams ever compounded. No mat- ach, liver and kidney troubles. Guarvice for Apal term of court in Frankter how old the sore or ulcer is this anteed by all druggists. 50c.
lin county are:
Mr. Button, Mr.
084ve will cure it. For burns, scalds,
enta„ wounds at-i piles, it's an absoInstead of tarowIng stones people Hasty, Mr. Curl, Mr. Lord, Mr. Dyer,
Mr. Pear.-Kansas
lute cure. Guaranteed by all drug- who live In glass houses should grow Mra Cook and
la. "ay
City Star.
gists. 25e.
violets at a dollar a bunch.
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• r`ORTV THINGS NOT TO BE
.WRAID OF.

•
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laoe't be afraid to work, it is
aeelthy, phyaleal amid men* exercise
2. Don't be afraid to hustle, be
glad of the chance.
3. Don't be afraid of being turned down.
4. Don't be afraid to change a
man's opinion, but be careful how
you do it.
5. Don't be afraid of failure.
Keep on though you fall a elozen
6. Don't he afraid of difficeat tin
dersta nil age. Be-glatt of the -opportunity to show your metal.
7. Don't be afraid
honest
of
leanitietition.
It's competition that
makes.success Worth while.
'lg. Don't be afraid to do more
than Is required of you.
9. Don't be afraid that your efforts
will tot be appreciated.
10. Don't be afreid to play the
game
honestly.
Honesty
al ways
wins 'out.
11. Don't be afraid tego out. of
the way to.do a gaol turn for a friend
12. Don't be afraid to.begin at
the bottom. It Is the safest way to
climb.
13. Don't be afraid to think out
new ways. Orignality is appreciated.
14. Don't be afraid to do your
best. The best is none too good.
15. Don't be afraid to tell the
truth. It is a part of yodr honor.
16. Don't be ifraid to think before you act.
17. Don't be afraid to use your
time to advantage, It is given you
for that purpose.
18. Don't be afraid of imitators.
Originality always bears a
trade
mark.
19. Don't be afraid to risk. The
great successes are born of chance.
20. Don't be afraid
make
to
your goosIs known.
2 22. Don't be .afraid to admit
when you are in the wrong.
21. Don't be afraid to obey. A
man must learn to obey before he
mya hope to command.
23. Don't be afraid of experience
He is the best teacher.
24. Don't be afraid of pleasure.
It is necessary for good Vella
25. Don't be atecad of censure
We all need toning down as well as
toning up.
20. Don't be afraid of rivals.
Things may be crowded below, but
there is always room on top.
27. Don't be afraid to fight, for
the
things that ttre
worth the
having are hard to get.
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We have in stock the GENUINE COLUMBUS Buggies, Phaetons and Surries---all 1907 styles.
Call and See Them.

Povvell=Rogers Co.
(Itm•orporoted.)

129=131 North Third Street.

work out his own destiny.
Thei Japanese Enillasey its London
35. Don't be afraid to rest if hat made a collection of 10,.0.00 obyour ilea* demands it. A strong jeets of British and oilier European
mind needs a healthy body.
art which soon wftl be sent to Japan.
36. Don't be afraid to forget your
work at times. Your work wil!
t be
Women would have but little use
the better for it
for Minds and complexions If it were
37. Don't be afraid to relieve your Impossible to change them.
boss of cares and worries when you
can.
38. Don't be afraid to give your
31. Don't be afraid el' overtaxing
AND CURE THE LUNGS
your strength. Work kills but few fellow workman a boost where you
can
Generosity
shows
a
mates
charpeople.WITH
32. Don't he afraid of utilizing an acter.
39.
Don't
be
afraid
of
failures.
opportunity unless you receive orders. Waiting often,.. results ta fall- 1 They are often p:omises of future
successes.
are.
40. Don't be t "raid of fear.ONSUMPTION
Pries
23. Don't be afraid to watch the
OUGH3 and
Sec & $ 00
Tribune.
Chicago
successes of your house
The fact
1............... OLDS
Imo Tr, 4.
that you are in Its employ makes you
Barest ...id catickeet Cure for al
How mosquitoes exlet, within the
a part owner.
TIIBOAT and LUNG TB.GUY,
34. Don't be afraid to work out Arctic circle, without a blood diet, is
1.23, or MONET' BACK.
your salvation. Every man must l a mystery.
28. Don't be afraid to be polite
at all times and under 'all 'circumsainees. It is no disgrace to be called
a gentleman.
29. Don't be afraid of rebuffs.
This may be your employer's method
of trying your grit.
30. Don't be afraid to trust your
aice is a necessary part
!Nees. Confid,
of success.
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Vaster filovelties

I

rtra

'very one wants something Itelf for taster. 'Come
down daily aud :tee cur new arrival4 for tke
"C.fter
parular and every one in
general.

9articularly convincing artieks, mmt alkaline
once gculscel them; gemetiing new in each department, different fro' m the otlerr fellows'. let
us $kow you.

aster Sonnets, 44a3ter Veils, 1:aster gibbons
$2.50 to $35
Vaster Waists,
$1.00 to $12.50

$25c to $1.00

$1.00 to $25
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10c to $1.00

te,aster Marts, vaster Juits
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taster Sells, taster Zags, taster awes.
25c to $1.50

50c to $6.00

50c to $3.50

V
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'easter ,feekwear, aster Varasols. Nippers.

$15 to $38.50

25c to $3.25

$1.00 to $5.00

$2 to $4
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Spring Time Suggests House Cleaning and NeW Furniture
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ke Are Now Ready With Our Greatest Display of House Furnishings
The Most Attractive Features of Which Are the Low Prices aild Easy Methods of Payment

ringtime suggests to every one the thought of many much needed changes
in the furnishing of their home, and this season we
le)neve we are better prepared than ever before to meet the demands of
our friends and customers. Many a time this winter you
doubt
less
said
to
yourself "I can't afford it" when you looked at some shabby or out-o
lave
f-date piece of furniture with an eye
change, but we say to you most emphatically that you can afford it. By
the aid of our broad and liberal part-payment plan any
)
1onest man or woman may have the best the furniture markets offer. Simply
select what you want and tell us to "charge it"---a
ollar or two will do. Come in tomorrow and let us show you the most compl
ete stock of fine furniture in Paducah.

Splendid Showing of Carpets, Rugs, Mattings, Oil Cloths and
Linoleums at Low, Easy=toTay Prices.
TRE MAMMOTH SWINGING DISPLAY RACK.
IN OUR OARPEIT BE.PARTMENT, ON THE SECOND
A THING OF BEAUTY, FOR IT CONTAINS ALMOST
ONE H,IUNDRED AD FIFTY NEW
ROOM-SIZE RUGS. RANGING IN V.P4ICF) ALL THE
WAY FROM $9 TO $45. THE PATTERNS ARE EXQUISITE, AS WE BELIEVE YOU WILL CONCED
E WHEN YOU HAVE SEEN THEM. WE - HAVE ALSO
READY FOR INSPECTION CARPETS FROM
THE CHEAPEST INGRAIN TO THE MOST EXPE)NSIVE
WILTON, MOQUETI'Eff AM) AXXINSTERS: SMALL RUGS FROM $1 TO 'Mlle.
46A'ITINO6 FROM 10e
TO 64c A YARD, FLOOR OIL CLOTHS FROM 26c TO
45c A YARD .AND LINOLEUMIS FROM 40c TO $1.35

•

FLOOR. IS TRULY

k

Aj YARD; OUR CARPET DEPARTMENT IS IN CHARGE OF MR. JOHN W. DAPPLE,
WHO WILL TAKE
FLOOR COVERINGS EVER SHOWN' IN THE

PLEASURE) IN SHOWING THE MOST OOMPLETE
LINE OF
CITY.

JAPANESE SHIRT WAIST BOXES
•

$3.75 to $16.00

NTER AND LIBRARY TABUS
75c to $45.00
e show an endless variety of Center and Library
ables — mahogany, go:den oak, quartered and
belied, weathered oak, misalon style—in fact all
he most poeuiler Ilnishes—and the prices are
as
ried as the designs, ranging as they
do from
Sc to $75.00

Hall Seats
Weathered and
golden. quartered
and polished, storage space under
the seat.

$4.50 to $25

Hall Trees

F. N. GARDNER & CO.
Sill.E AGENTS FOR 'HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINETS"
114-116 South Third Street.

Weathered and
golden oak finish,
quartered and
polished.

$5.50 to $45

Another large shipment of Japanese Shirt Waist
Boxes has..tuitt. been placed on the floor, all sizes
from 30 to 72inches In length. These boxes are
all cedar, tastefully trimmed in bamboo, and we
have them as :ow as $3.75 and up to $16.00,

JARDINIERES—A beautiful selection, all sizes,
ranging In price from 26c to $14. See the dew
matt green finish and the hand painted ones.

•

Simplicity Davenport Bed

Go,Carts===$6 to $12.50

$14.00 to $35.00

Aliwin Go-Oart may be hied only at our store, and we nay
without
rititation it is the best and moat convenient cart on the market today.
he leather trimmings are rich and handsome, the enamel is BAKIW,),..on
ic not Painted---the frame Is of steel. making it strong and thimble, yet
101 All ornaments are heavily nickeled. The cart is 014fraib:e of three
ijustmente----upright, reclining and celled. One simple moteanni
t
illepses It and At Is then ready to take on etreet ear or train, occtipying
oat no apace. If you ere interested in go-carts don't fall to gee this
. $6 to $12.50.

.

Ment, your sofa becomes a roomy,
eomfortable bed.

REFRIGERATORS So to $75
See the New Herrick.

Summer Porch Furniture
inay seem a title early to talk about Porch Furniture, but tbaze beautidayi strongly tempt one out of doors and we wish to announce that in
11ay or twof we will have on display one of the Most complete and artisstrowings of Pot4ch Furnituee everbrought to Paducah. There
will he
o and three piece sets and single pieces. The stock
will
embrace
scything from the bright, cheery painted pieces to the more elaborate
d costly Reed and Weathered Oat Sets, priced from $3.50 to $15.00 a
• It will be a pleasure to show them to You when they arrive.

•

Ours is an ininete.e line of Refrigerators, comprising the products of the.
leading manufacturers, but THE
Oopyriest•A4 VAA4 or Al.•rtoSer

f

There's Economy in tie Hoosier kitchen Cabinet
A Hoosier Cabinet cute the hottaakielpers' work in two. It's pastry, pro
made into onc hAndelme piece of furniture.
You could not pay In money for the time and energy
it aavese—every.
thing at y,our fingers' end. Priced el low as

vision room and sh*.lvo.s, *14

:
"

•

Is a marvel of comfort and utility.
In an instant, with a singe move-

t

•

3p.

The Simplicity Steel Davenport Bed

HERRICK takes first place. This
means that we regard it as the mteit
eanitary, economical altogether satisfactory refrigerator on the market.
Its wood or tercel:1ln lining and perfect ventilation make it pOsielble. fer„k
us to guarantee It.

Price $6 to $It•
,
..

The

handsomely

flniFhed steel frame lends

strength

and grave to an immensely practical
piece of furniture.

The upholstering

Is so varied In coloring, quality and
price that it ie easy to find Just eXPriced front
$14.00 to $35.00.
artly what you want.
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01 anything we have in etock and base
our prima compared with

any ones.
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Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
All sick wornen are invited to write Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.,
for -advice. She is the Mrs. Pinkham who has been advising sick
women free of charge for more than twenty years, and before that she
assisted her mother-in-law, Lydia E. Pinktktkin advisiipg. Thus she
is especially well qualified to give advice to sick women:' Write today,
don't wait until too late.
Mrs. Pinkham never violates the confidence thus entrusted
her, and
although she Is constantly receiving testimonials from womentowho
have
been benefitted by her advice and medicine, never In all her experismce has
she published suet' a letter witl
t the full consent, and often by special re,.
guest of the writer. Neitlier has she ever disposed of her confidenti
al letters
in any other way. Eery one of the hundreds of tliouaands of letters written
to her by confiding, wermen she has tm-day under lock and key in the Company's laboratory at Lyon, Mass. Remember,the best medicifie for women is

RV WOMAN SHOULI CONSIDER THESE FACTS
First,that almost every operation.in o hoSpitals, performed upon women, became necessary because
of neglect of suCh symptoms as Backache, Irregularities, Displacements, Pain in the Side, Dragging
tions, Dizziness and Sleeplessness.
•
Second, that Lydia E. Pinkliani's Vegetable Corn
lid, made fromnative roots and herbs, has overcome'more eases of female ills than another one
meflicine.
It regulates,strengthens and restores women's health and is iv:valuable 'luring the period
o
anga of Life.
Third, the great -tolr.roe of unsolicited and grateful testimonials on file at the Pinkham Laboratory
at I inn, Mass., many of which are from time to time being pub1isbcd by special
permission,
give absolute eviderv,e of the power of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound over
the illnesses of women.
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shoes are heavy
weight, and made to resist the grind of
hardest wear.
The solid durability O. POT heavy shoes
is a guarantee of the excellence of our
fine dress grades, as in our 7 specialty plants
each different grade of shoe, il a pacemaker
and standard of unifortnity for other grades.

aya

TRY ANOTHER DEALfR If YOURS NASNT PIEM
uMAtsidzKEPS

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835

It is estimated that the number of
seals taken in the Pribyloff Islands
between 1870 And 1900 was about
2,200,,a)(1, and.by pelagic hunting In
Behring Sea during the same period
about 7.000.00 tnore. Eince
1899
the catch ha obeen much reduced
through the seal herds being depleted
by killing them with guns, spears and
other weapons. ). The total value of
the seals taken from these Alaskan
waters in thirty years by the Alasloan
comirany and independent operators
must have exceeded $30;0•0•0,9•080, and
Is the United States paid oely $7,0010,!,5ott for Alaska itself in 1867,
It is easy to eee what a good bargain
that transaction was for the cornpanics. At the.anima
tkins in London In December, 1905,.
some .19,000 skins were sold at an
average price of $1'00 a skin. The
prices show a high-water mark, and
none but a mit:ionaire can afford to
buy these garmente in the future. 8he
supply has reached tte. lowest level,
there being only 40,00,0 'fur seal
skins throughout the world—Technical World.

NEV YORK'S EASTEllt EXPENSE
—
iilions
Disbursed for
Bonnets,
Spring Raiment and Flower's.
Easter— Christian Easter— may
or may not be of pagan origin, but
certain it is that as now celebrated it
has some pagan characteristics. Lavish display, which means lavish expludittee of money, is the most striking feature of -the festival In New
York. People
who
have never
-phese el_
er may
be surprised -to ear that the metropolis spends $9,000,000 at this season
for e'othes, flowers, presents
and
hurch contributions. And of course
New York is not alone: it only !cads
In the "spring opening" business.
Here ts New York's Easter bill:
The Easter _bonnet
$9,000.000
Faster gowns ......
2,750,000
Men's apparel
1,000,000
For dressing the children.
600,000
Flowers
1,500,000
Caocly and fancy boxes
250,000
Church contributions
250,000
Total ...

$9,250,000

These figures are based npt'in care-

There's Only 0 n e Way to Get
Rich and That's by Saving.
If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
small, of the money you earn, deposit it each month'
or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
accumulate a substantial mum. We will loan you a
Home Savings Bank to help you save. $1.00 will
open you account with us. Start today, We invite
small accounts.

ful estimate of a large number of
the leading milliners, dressmakers.
tailors, haberditehere
florists and
other storekeeprs The figures probably do not represent the actual proportions of the average New Yorker's material and spiritual interests,
but there Is the bald fact—out of
nine millions spent In connection
with the observance of Easter the
chtireh gets a 37th part. —Washing-

ton Star.
Heaven—at the other side of riv,
conservatory WP *could see the brill billing and cooing. "Ms. the seven II
heaven of bliss!" I exelaitned with
emotion. "No: her sixth and Ills
fourth," replied Hammersley, with
touch of irony, as I thought. —Puck
The average woman PPOTTle
think- she Is responsible for all her
huqbenil'a Joys, hut that all his sorrows are due to hie own foolish actions.— Chicago News.

When the Devil Was Sick.
"I don't feel well,"
Remarked a wight
Who likeS to run
Around at night.
These words, forsooth,
No sooner said
Than he did clasp
His aching head
And vow to be
Surpassing good,
Altho', of courre
'Tis understood
That he'll forget
As soon as he
Is out of all,
His misery.
Birmingham Age-Herald.

LAPCNIN6- _11111tk

Slaughter of Seals.
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Free
yourself from the
most overbearing trust
in the world by using
HI-LO Baking Powder.
One heaping teaspoonful into a quart of flour
will assure you of its
goodness.
A TEST.
Into one quart of flow.
knead a heapi-u-• teaspoonful
ot Ill-LO; into o t he r quart of
the same flour.knead toe other
kind; bake aide by side in the
same pan and convireze yourseW
that HI-LO is true to its narne. High grade—tow price. Truly
an honest price. A Dirac A
POUND. At your grocer's.
•

CONTINENTAL BAKING POWDER
COMPANY
TM.

A Fingular Egg Trick.
With a la7ge decanter and a hard
boiled egg a novel Welt can he perfonntI.

You get,handsome, well
appointdd carriages
when I serve !fou. We
give promt personal at'tentlen at all times.

HARRY

ANDERSON, PHONE

Easter Clothes.
The Idea of having new articles of
dress for Easter stems to he the one
t
custoni which through tht. ages has
been Most lastingly preserved, and it
Throwing the Egg.
In some parts of Europe there is is not very probable that all of the
an Easter game which is Ws of fun. many young ladies who cpuld not 'go
though it is hard on eggerlifhe child- to church on Easter without new bonren stand toeing Cline 'Oft a smooth pets or of the young gentlemen who
place where fhe'lroiind Is soft, and so cOnseiouely vi.s3ft their tailors a
then one by end they throw their few weeks before Easter know of the
eggs, each one aiming to see how far old superstition that new apparel
he or she can throw without break- worn on Easter would bring good foring the egg. The skilled players aim tune in love affairs
t'- e ensuto throw their eggs so that they shall 1118 3ear- If they did, the crush at
skim along the ground and land final- the tailors and the demands on the
ly on their smaller ends, which are droesunakera would probably be etornethe hardest—Cleveland Plain Dealei thing ettiftifffieres.---Washinefon Star,
A Queer Old Easter Custom,
I,
It was the privilege long ago for

915

Easter Kisses',
The Saxons, and in fact all the
Teutonic races, worshiped Easter
and kcpt her feast day , about the
time of the spring equinox. Unbridled
license was allowed on this occasion
and Jests of every kind played. Many
of these survive, notably that practiced by the sturdy countrymen north
of the Humber, who, during Easter,
gaily forth into tit streets and claim
a kiss or a silver sixpetfce'fVoM every
woman they meet. Net long ago in
the town of Bedlingion; Northumberland, a coal miner was sued'for kisslag a woman on Easter. He pleaded
the old custom and was immediately
relessed —Chicago Inter Ocean. ....

men to beat their wives Easter' 051'.
but the latter repaid the complirs.,
the next day. This ceremony, as t
as can be learned, was not proven.:
dye of lawsuits or separations and;
was, no doubt, a mere loving castiga-!
Oen.

The Chorus Lady.
really must kill some one," she
•
Declared in accents grim,
He never stayed; be was afraid
It Might as well be him.
,••
Washington Herald.

The decanter, however.
must be quite•dry, and tile egg must
be shaed. First drop into ....he tre
canttr a piece of lighted paper and
-44a-Cania dies our put one end of,
Mrs. Trust Magnate (newly rich)
the egg into the neck of the decanter —"I want one of them octopusafter the manner of a stopper. In a shoed rooms for the library." Cynifew minutes the air will cool in the cal Architect—"So appropriate, near
decanter and contract ha• volume, madain"—Baltimore American.
when the superior pressure of the atmosphere wit: force the egg thfough
the neck down Into the decanter
without breaking.
- -

Organs
Out
of
Tune
WRITE US FREELY
franhiv, In strictest confidence, telling all your
te,11'c les. and stating your age. We sill send you
FRU ADVICE, In plain sealed envelope, and • valuable 64-page Book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Mavens t ladies' Advisory Department, The
Chattahoog* medicine Out., Chattationgs, Tenn,
ant

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

Broadway, 36th and 37th Sta., Herald Square, New
York
Most Centrally Located Hotel on
Broadway. Only ten minutes walk
to 25 leading theatres. Completely
renovated and transformed in every
department. Up-to-ctate in all respects. TAIephone in each room.
Four Beautiful Dining Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.

The Famous
German Restaurant
Broadway's chief attraction for special Food Dishes and Popular Mu..i,.
- fat Rooms jt.50 and upward. 32.00 and
ass

itsrmems Platt.

WI Loma.

MIS baths.

upward aith bath. Parlor, Bedroom and
Bath
$3.00 and upward. g1.00 extra ohne to persons occupy a
singleton=
nrrr FOR 1100KLLT.

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
F_ M. TIERNEY. Manasser

Female Discord
that Is, discord in

a woman's organs or functions, is simply another
name for disease, but it expre-ses what perhaps you have never
thought of, and that Iff, the jangling irritation of your nerves, when your
organs are out of tune. Health is harmony.. Every organ must do Its
work; every function must be natural, otherwise you need

to tune you up again, and bring harmony Into your discordant
system. Cardui does this
In a r.Lral manner, Decau:z It is a natural remedy. for diseases peculiar to
women.
It acts directly on your organs, heals and cures them, regulates the functions,
helps to
make you well, Mrs. James Johnpon, of Mt. Olive, Ark.. writes:
I suffered great
pain in my head and back from femlie trouble, pnd could not sit up. but one
bottle of
Cardul brought me precious relief." Try it.

At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles

-1
Verdict for Dr.Pierce
AGAINST THE

Ladies' Home Journal.

LEAVES ESTATE TO PIGS.
----Cape Breton Man Does It To Spite
Relatives.

THE
-

OR. T. FELIX GOURAUL'S'HENRY
ORIENTAL TOILET POWDER

Masquerader

MAYINEN, JR.

REMOVED TO THIRD AND

An ideal, antiseptic toilet powder for infanta
Just to get even with his relatives,
Hook Binding, Bank
Work, Legal
Sending truth after a lk. It is an old
and adults.
who, he declared, had fawned on
maxim that "a lie will travel seven
and Library Work a specialty.
hint for years and derided him be-I
leagues while truth is eettang•its boots
This is an exquisitely pei fumed. antiseptic tollet p Wticf II is a
on," and no doubt hundreds of thousands
hinJ his back while waiting for himl
household necessity for the nursery and,to bet. It 5,ep he cons
of good people reed the unwarranted and i
p'exion clear and preserves the velvety testure cI youth. It should
to die that ;hey might inherit his'
melkious attack upon Dr. It. V. Pierce ,
be used heely after battling. giving a delightfu` and retreshing effect.
life savings, Robert MacDonald be-f
said his"Favorite Proteription"publiOsed
Prepared by
Author of ••Tha
Etc.
In. the May 0904) number of the Ladies',
queated everything he owned to his'
METROPOLIS, ILL,
Home Journal, with its great black dis-'
Ford T, Hopkins, N.Y. City, Proprietor of
two pigs, says a Lake Ainslie Cape'
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
play headings, who never saw the hum- I,
Copyright, 1904. by Harney Cs BretIsters
Breton letter. The estate amounts
Newest and loest hotel in the city.
GOURAUD'S ORIENTAL CREAM.
tile, groveling retraction, with its incon- 1
• apScuous heading, published two months
to about $8,000, and every cent is to
Rates $2.00.
Two large sample
later. It was boldly charged in the Alandrooms. Bath rooms, -Electric Lights.
go to the porkers,and their keepers.
erdwe and libelous article that Dr. Pierce's
The only centrally located Hotel in
MacDonald had no hear kin, but a
ommonnommoona
Feaorito Prescription, for the cure of
the city,
dozen
distant
relatives
kept
woman's weaknesses and ailments, conclose
(Ceentinued hem- Vaateeday.)
you brought me Fraide's message on track of him, and be declared short-!
tallied alcohol and other harmful iugret11COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE $0.
ageoodaddedeeddowecedkeedwo%%01.44
The !Slacks.
.
etas: Dr. Preemie promptly broil-gat suit
the first night. You aroused It by your
•
_
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Horse Flesh.
that some women preserve In the with such men as Fraide-to feel the
Plying between Memphis, Evans(Ise facts were a so proven in t• rao
pigs, a male and a female. These he sulted in an overwhelming response
The consumption of horse flesh is
the action in the supreme Court. But the midst of the world when circum- stir of emulation and competition-to
ville, Louisville, Cincinnati, St.
busineee of Dr. Pierce was greatly injured by stances have' permitted them to see prove myself strong in the eve career caused to be placed and fed in a pen!in tar-or of Mr. Roosevelt's renomiinc-rearing in Paris. In 1899 the
Louis and Vicksburg.
the puidication of the libelous article with
Leaves
I
knew
mygelf
fitted
for.
For
a
time
at the rear of the house. He then'nation and in the assertion that he is
Its great display headings. while hundreds of much, but to experience little.
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year's consumption was about 4,0110
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artlele never saw the humble cretonne reEvansville. Louievitte and- Cintune, a total of Which- one would
first, but tbe first was bOund to reastraetkin. set In small type and made as Incon- credulously.
will, saying that if he gave his for- 1 The Percentage of returns so far recinnati. Leave Cincinnati every
spicuous as bdssible. The matter was, howscercely expect to see largely nag'
A slight simile touched her lips. sert Itself, and in a moment of egotism tune of $8,000 to his cdiusins it
ever brought before a,juto in' Me Supreme
ceived gives three-fourths sif the ReWednesday for St. Louis, Memmeneod within a brief period. This,
Court of New York Stath which promptly "Yes," she answered softly-"thank- I conceived the notion of winning your "would be in the hands orpigs who 1
publicans as favoring his renominarendered a verdict in the Doctor's favor. -fulness that my trust bad been rightly euthusiasm as well as your respect."
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NEW STATE HOTEL

By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,

•

For sale by W. B. McPherson, Paducah, Ky

t

Oak Dale Hotel

LEE LINE STEAMERS

G. F. PHILLIPS, Agent

gitir

QUEEN'S ROOT CORDIAL

STEAMER CLYDE

THE

•

IDEAL

SPRING

TONIC

A

Cut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st

15c Bottle

$1.75 Dozen

GILBERTS.
Drug Store
Food aad Broadway.

Dr. King Brooks

Our
Prescription
Department

SHUNS

Secured

DRAUGHON'S =TIM'COLLEGES

LEARN BY MAIL

The present that
will please as an
Easter offering is

z

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.--Why?.

A

KODAK

We have thernin stock
from $1 to $2. Drop in
and see the 1907 models
Easier to manipulate than
ever.

S. H. Winstead

McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North FOurth St,
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Exposition Week
March 23 to 30.
Handsome Souvenir
with each
50 cent Purchase.
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March 23 to 30
Handsome Souvenir
with each
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r- THE RINI CLOTHES FOR EASTER
HE technical details about clothes making are very uninteresting subjects to the ordinary man. He is not concerned with
process; other matters absorb his time. It's the general appearance that captivates his fancy. When you stop to reflect, though, your good judgment will tell you it's a regard
for minor details that is conducive to a pleasing general appearance-a consistency of perfection 'only results from good clothes.
The Roxboro, Atterbury System and Hart, Schaffner 4 Marks
Clothes are elegant types of absolute correctness. They lack
that sameness so evident in just ordinary clothing which is
void of the human touch. It is the individual attention
that
they receive—the hand-tailored skill—that gives them that air
of elegant exclusiveness. They are unquestionably clothes for
the man who cares. Men's Suits $20.00 to $40.00.

Special===To the Young Men
We are extremely anxious to have the well-dressed young men of
Paducah see the Roxboro Clothes for Young Men which are being
featured during Exposition Week. Some of them are on display in
the Broadway windows; we feel sure you will appreciate them. But
if you will give us the opportunity of showing you the entire display
we know you will be enthusiastic over them, as we are ourselves.
Their excellence lies not alone in their unmistakable thoroughbred
appearance, but in the rich texture of the fabrics and the high
standard of all the other details of construction.

Young Men's Roxboro Suits $18 to $30

,31

111=1.1111SININIONIMMUMNOMIIIIIIIIIP

Exclusive Easter Cravats
HE Easter demand has been anticipated with the widest range of new
and refiued novelties we have ever offered
in our spring displays. Every popular
weave and every especial color or design is
represent"I —ideas reflecting the most tasteful eonceptions from the leading makers.
As you doubtless know, we are Keiser's
exclusive representatives in Paducah.
For formal wear with frock
coats we direct your attention,
to the excellent lines ofsquares
and four-in-hands, in block.
white, gray or light shades, at
prices from $1 to $2.50.
SPECIAL—In keeping with our purpose to

offer the largest and best line of 50e Neckwear,
we have included in our display much the
handsomest patterns and colors ever offered
In Paducah at this price.

Correct Hats

17

Easter Novelties in Vests

I.

O

Fdr Easter

T

HERE is a noticeable difference in the Spring Hats over
last season. The "Telescope"
bids to be most popular, especially
with young; men. Pearl, slate,
brown and tan are the favored
shades. We're showing all the
different dimensions in the Telescope, along with the more staple
shapes in stiff and soft hats.
Spring blocks shown now in Knox,
Stetson, Ludlow and Imperial Hats.

$3.00 to $5.00

UR display, especially arranged for EXPOSiTION WEEK, will arouse particular interest among men desiring the very latest
styles and novelties in imported fabrics. This is
especially trues of the tailored vests—distinctive
styles in a wide range of light, dark and medium
shades in Marseilles, flannels and washable
materials, in fast colors.
See the season's very latest • lowest& extra long point. three-button
Vest which is on display* in Oar
east window—Price $5.00.
Men's Fancy Vests for business wear, in a wide
variety of light and dark effects—the latest
styles of mercerized washable materials. The
prices range from $1.50 to $7.50.

•
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